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Congress may tighten student visa program
WASHINGTON (AP) — The govern- student visa after promising to enroll at
ment does not know how many foreigners Holy Name College in Oakland, Calif. He
are in the United States illegally after their failed to appear there.
The INS has only gbout 2,000 investigastudent visas expired or they never got to
the schools where they were to study, feder- tors, half of whom are working on the
attacks case, said the agency's acting deputy
al officials told lawmakers Wednesday.
A lax tracking system means neither the commissioner, Michael Becraft. That focus
State Department nor the Immigration and leaves few investigators .to handle the
Naturalization Service can say how wide- agency's regular load, much less chase after
spread the abuse of the student visa program foreign students,who stay here too long or
is, agency officials told two House do not go to class, he said.
Education and the Workforce subcommit"We don't have enough people to go
around," Becraft said.
tees.
Hani Hanjour. suspected in the hijacking-- .In addition, U.S. intelligence agencies do
of the airliner that crashed into the Pentagon not share their terrorist and criminal watch
on Sept. 11, entered the United States on a lists with the State Department, said Mary

Ryan,the assistant secretary of state for consular affairs. That lack of information makes
it possible for foreigners to get legal visas
even if some U.S. agencies have concerns,
she said.
"The best way of protecting the United
States is to keep these people out," Ryan
said.
"Give us the information and we'll keep
these people out. Sept. 11 showed us the
effectiveness of trying to track people once
they make it in."
The INS is moving forward with a computer tracking system that would require
schools to report any change in a foreign
student's status, such as enrollment, change
_

of major or a move to a new address. It is
supposed to go online by 2003.
"It will not be perfect, it will not be
overnight, but it will be a lot better than
what we have now," Becraft said.
President Bush has suggested he might
act himself to close some of the holes in the
student visa system.
"We're going to be very diligent with our
visas and observant with the behavior of
people who come to this country," Bush said
Monday.
While Bush did not give details of his
plan, Sens. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass.,
Dianne
Feinstein,
D-Calif.,
Sam
Brownback, R-Kan., and Jon Kyl, R-Ariz.,

are working together on bills that would
place limitations on the student visa system.
The bill by Kennedy and Brownback
would require the INS to tell schools when
a foreign student enters the country; the
schools to notify the INS if the student has
not showed up with 15 days of the first day
of class; and the INS to review the number
of schools allowed to take foreign students.
Legislation by Kyl and Feinstein would
mandate tamper-resistant, machine-readable
passports, and halt all student visas from
countries on the State Department's list of
terrorist-sponsoring states.
Aides say the four senators now are talking about ombining their bills.

Got any

LD.?
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Wnter
Kentucky's foray into the digital
age has now extended into Its driver's licenses.
The
Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet's
Division

KRSTY HOPPER & ERIC WALKER Ledger & Times photos

A HAPPY HALLOWEEN ... Wednesday
night brought out ghosts and goblins onto
Murray and Calloway County under a
bright full moon. nalloween wasn't too
scary with trick-or-treaters including a
hunter and crew (above photo) and a little
girlfrom the far east. Other Halloween
treats included Megan Greer (at left)
emerging from "The Maze" adventure at
First Baptist Church here.

when a persdwwfll turn 18 and 21.
Four different types of licenses
will be issued — driver's licenses,
identification cards,commercial driver's licenses and instructional
permits — and each will be
identifiable by different colors.
Perhaps the most significant change to the licenses,
though, will be the addition of two scannable bar
codes on the back.
A 1-D bar code will
contain the driver
license number and
date of birth. An
additional 2-D bar
code will contain
the same information as the front
of the license,
with the —addition of a black
and white photo
image and a mailing
address.
Virtually any scanner, including
those at bars, convenience stores,
liquor stores and other ,merchants,
can read a 1-D bar code. In
addition,
the
codes
can
b e

Driver's
n
Unveiled
that state's
new digitized
driver's licenses last month.
The licenses not
only sport a new
look, but also offer
features that contain identification
information.
"Kentucky is the
only state that's not
digital," said Carolyn
Gentry, driver's license
for
clerk
County.
License
for drivers
under the
age of 21
will be in
a vertical
format,
meaning
scanned
people
by law
such
enforcea
ment offipolice officials, who
cers and clerks will not
can
then
have to search for a driver's age.
print a citaGentry said the new licenses will
rather•
also hopefully cut down on the num- tion
than having to it by hand.
ber of fake i.d.'s.
The bar codes should also help
For drivers over 21, licenses will
continue to be in a horizontal for- driver's license clerks, since all the
mat. Birth dates will be featured information they normally have to
more prominently on both licenses,
while those under 21 will indicate •See Page 2

Investigators hunt for clues into latest anthrax death
WASHINGTON (AP)—Dozens
of disease detectiires have spread
out throughout New York City, tracing a woman's final steps as they try
to discover how Someone who
worked with neither the media nor
the mail could die from anthrax.
Meanwhile, bioterror continued

its toll on the Postal Service, with
yet another mail handler possibly
infected.
Postal authorities began picking
through piles of decuntaminated2
mail in Washington, searching for a
possible unopened tainted letter that
might help explain why anthrax
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.was discoved nearly a month ago.
Her death had officials worried that
the anthrax attack, so far concentrated among postal and media employees, could be spreading to a new
who fell victim to inhalation anthrax group of Americans.
"We need to find out how she
on Wednesday, the fourth person to
die since the anthrax-by-mail attack was infected," said Surgeon General
a dozen spots around the capilal. — •
In New York, investigators were
looking for clues in the death of

David Satcher. "It's very strange."
And authorities awaited test
results for a Nguyen co-worker at
the Manhattan Eye, Ear and Throat
Hospital who has a suspicious skin
lesion.
Anthrax has killed four people
and infected six others with the dan-
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gerous inhalation form of the disease: -An additional seven people
have been infected with the highly
curable skin form.
Preliminary tests Wednesday
found anthrax spores in a Kansas
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Dealership burglary
investigated by MPD
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Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Police Department is investigating a burglary that occurred
early Monday morning at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet.
According to a report from the MPD,officers were called to the business,
located on South 12th Street, at approximately 4:43 a.m. Monday. The officers were met by an employee who stated that it appeared someone had
been through the building.
Following an initial investigation by the officers, it appeared as if someone had forced their way into building. Several items, including the keys to
some ofthe vehicles on the lot and an unspecified amount of computer
equipment, are believed to have been taken.
A reward of $1,500 is being offered to anyone with information leading
to the arrest of the individual or individuals responsible for the crime.
Anyone with information may call Crime Stoppers at 753-9500 of the
MPD at 753-1621.
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Ledger & Times photos
Halloween is a time for
NOT JUST FOR
even grown-ups to get in the spirit ... pardon the
pun. Above,the office staff at Kentucky Lake Oil
looked more like they worked -somewhere over
the rainbow" with get-ups from "The Wizard of
01'— the Cowardly Lion, Tin Man, Dorothy
(with her little dog too!), Scarecrow and Wicked
Witch —a-the West. Meanwhile, employees at
SunCom (at left) here, Jennifer Joseph (Ms.
SunCom)and Denae Shelton (cow), got into the
holiday by dressing up, too.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept. between
5:00-6:00 p.m. Monday-Friday or
-430-5-:00 p,m.-Saturday at-7534916.
Murray Ledger &Times(USPS 308-700)
Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspapers
Publishers Association. Zhe Associated
Press is exclusively entitled to news originated by Murray Ledger & Times.

Town

• Anthrax ...

The following are events that are of interest to our readers:
NOTICES
• November 6 is the last day for residents to register to vote or to update
their current voter information before the Dec 4 special electiop in
Murray Precinct No 6 Persons with any questions should call the
Calloway County Court Clerks office at 753-3923.
• The Calloway County Health Center, in cooperation with the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture is sponsoring a rodent control program for
Murray and Calloway County The rodent bait is free to anyone in the city
or county and may be picked up at the following places after Nov. 2:
Murray-Calloway County Health Center Lynn Grove-Crawford's.Shell;
Hazel-Area Bank, Almo-Almo Country Store; Kirksey-The Country Store;
Hamlin-Hamlin One Stop, Highway 94E-Take Me Back Cafe; and New
Providence-New Providence Grocery.
The bait is packaged in 1 lbs bags with directions for use (it is recommended to use one bag per building)

Paducah
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray
State
former
A
University employee has been
indicted on a charge of first-degree

From Front
City, Mo., postal facility, and about
200 workers were told to join tens
of thousands others froin elsewhere
who are taking antibiotics to ward
off possible infection.
The news was • better in
Washington, where three post
offices closed for decontamination
reopened and city 'officials reconsidered whether thousands of mail
handlers in private offices and outlying post offices need to take preventive medicine, -as was 'recommended last week.
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Saturday, Nov. 3, 8PM @ Tilghman Auditorium
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Lwww
.
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a
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rape.
Thomas Robinson III'was indicted by a Calloway County grand jury
earlier this week on a charge of firstdegree rape and sexual intercourse
with a child less than 12 years old. A
warrant of indictment was issued,
and a $25,000 cash bond was set McCracken
County
Attorney
Tim
Commonwealth
Kaltenbach, who is serving as special prosecutor in the case, stated in

an article in Wednesday's Paducah
that Robinson is believed to
have left the Murray area.
Kaltenbach could not be reached
for comment Wednesday.
According to Calloway County
Circuit Court records, the.charge
stems from an incident that occurred
in May 2000. Additional details
have not yet been made available.
According the Paducah Sun article, Robinson was employed as an
MSU.
assistant professor at
According to MSU's human
resources department, he was
employed by the 'university from
Aug. 1, 1995, to May 31, 2001.

Sun

Sen. Jackson to teach
about public service

Sen. Bob Jackson is planning a of citizen participation in our govvisit with students at Murray ernment.
Elementary School this week as part
"It's important to reach_out to
"We have gotten our arms
of
a
nationwide
effort
that
brings
students
and let them know the
around this and we May be on the
lawmakers
and
students
face
to
face
involvement
of ordinary citizens is
other side," said Dr. Ivan Walks, the
to talk about public service.
what keeps our form of representacity's chief health officer.
Jackson (D-Murray) will meet tive government strong," he said.
Not so .in New York, where
with
a group of second-grade stuinvestigators were puzzled by the
The "America's Legislators Back
death of Nguyen, a 61-year-old dents at Murray Elementary School to School" program is the product of
immigrant
who at 7:30 am. on Friday,. Nov. 2 The the Trust, for Representative
Vietnamese
checked into the hospital three days visit to the school is part of the
-Democracy, an educational initiaearlier. Sedated and using a ventila- "America's Legislators Back to
tive of the National Conference of
tor to breathe, she was never able to School" program, an initiative to
provide investigators clues about teach students the value of public State Legislitures(NCSL).
The trust is. designed to make
where she might have encountered service and encourage them to get
government interesting to young
the deadly bacteria.
involved.
Environmental testing at her
More than 2,500 state legislators people and build their support for
Bronx apartment and at the outpa- throughout the nation are visiting democratic institutions.
tient hospital where she worked schools as part of the effort.
Jackson represents Kentucky's
found no evidence of anthrax.
1st
Senate District in Calloway,
Jackson said he plans on talking
Preliminary tests found spores on with students about his work as a Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman
her clothing, but it was unclear
state lawmaker and the importance and Trigg counties.
whether that would help solve what
Dr. Anthony Fauci of the National
Institutes.of Health called a "very
I
puzzling mystery."
Investigators worked to assemCalloway County is expected to
ble the pieces of her life, a difficult From Front
arrive Dec. AO, but is not sure when
task given that she lived alone and
take down by hand will be stored in the new licenses will begin being
had no close family.
a digital format on the licenses issued.
themselves.
The new licenses will be phased
Franklin County began issuing in over the next four years until all
the
new
licenses
Oct.
10. the old ones have been replaced.
Kentucky's other 140 counties are Drivers with the old licenses will
expected to begin issuing the new receive new ones on their regular
litenses by the beginning of 2002. license renewal date.
Gentry said the equipment for
According to the transportation
cabinet, even though the new licenses will cost approximately 60 more
cents to produce than the current
licenses, drivers will not have to pay
any more than they currently do to
receive them.
CHIMI PLATTER
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Choir Festival this weekend
Murray State University, the College 01 Fine
Arts and Humanities and the Department of
Music will host the 2001 Quad State Honor
Choir Festival, Nov. 4-5.
Two-hundred-and-thirty students, representing 26 regional high schools from Tennessee,
Missouri, Indiana, Illinois and Kentucky, selected by taped audition, will rehearse music in
preparation for the Monday evening concert cel_
ebrating "American Choral Traditions."
The concert will feature threr-majOYttitions of choral music which are uniquely
"American" in origin. The first is the 20th century art tradition represented by "Last Words of
David," composed by Randall Thompson;"If
Music be the Food of Love," composed by
David Dickau; and 'Zion's Walls," composed by
Aaron Copland. These composers represent
early, middle and late 20th century American
styles in the art tradition of choral music.
The second tradition is the African-American
spiritual/gospel tradition. The choir will perform
"Hark, I Hear the Harp's Eternal," arranged by
Alice Parker; "Soon-Ah Will be Done," arranged

Jim Miller & Nancy Knorr

by William L. Dawson,"I Know I've Been
ductor.
Changed," arranged by Damon H. Dandridge;
Over 600 high school students submitted a
and "The Storm is Passing Over," arranged by
taped audition for admission to the choir. Dr.
Baker.
Bradley Almquist, MSU director of choral activThese arrangements- retain.the,culturat-- - - ities,-will-conduct the festival. Andrea Reynolds,
integrity of the original tunes and have been
junior piano major from Madisonville, Ky., will
arranged for choral performance by the finest
accompany the choir.
arrangers. Brian Carlton, MSU senior tenor and
The festival will take place in historic Lovett
Melanie Martinez, MSU senior soprano, will be
Auditorium and will culminate in a concert at
featured as soloists.
6:30 p.m. on Monday evening, Nov. 5. The conThe third American Choral Tradition reprecert is free of charge and the public is invited.
sented in this concert will be that of the
The following students from Murray High
American Musical Theater/Opera. The chorus
School and Calloway County High School have
"Make Our Garden Grow," from Leonard been selected to participate in the honor choir:
Bernstein's setting of "Candide- will be perEmily Runnels, Kate Farrell, Meg Black, Audrey
formed. In addition to the 2001 Quad State
Snyder, Stephanie Donnelly, Amy Page, Gina
Honor Choir, Una Voce and members of the
Pfannerstill, Sarah Simmons, Elizabeth Miller,
MSU Concert Choir will perform. Una Voce, an
Mary Schneiderman, Lindsey Barnett, Abbye
11 member acappella vocal ensemble. is comKimmel,John Martinez, Adam Ellis, Jason
prised of MSU music students selected by audiThompson, Jason Chapman, Michael Swain,
tion. They are patterned after the -King Singers" Nathan Smith, Geremy Harper, Michael Belcher,
from England and specialize in the performance
Coleman Maddox, Lisa Ross, Brandy
of acippella choral music. Justin W. Durham,
Hernandez, DeeAnna Dycus and James
choral graduate teaching assistant, is their conStenberg.

Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra
to perform here at Lovett

MSU Concert Choir performing tonight

The Murray Civic Music Association is bringing swing to Murray
Nov. 2 with a performance of The Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra. The show
will begin at 7:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium on the campus of Murray
State University. Admission is by MCMA season ticket or by tickets
purchased at the door. MSU students are admitted free with a valid
MSU I.D.
The Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra was one of the prominent Big Bands
of the 1930s and 1940s. The band has been performing continuously
for more than 60 years. The band began with Tommy and Jimmy
Dorsey, and although Tommy died in 1956 and Jimmy died a year later,
the swingin' never stopped.
The orchestra is now under the direction of Jim Miller. Miller
played at the age of 18 for both Jimmy and Tommy Dorsey, and took
over when former band leader Lee Castle died in 1990.
The featured vocalist is Nancy Knorr, who sang with the Pied Pipers
for 10 years and has been with The Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra for almost
that long. The play list evokes bygone times with standards such as "In
the Mood,""Satin Doll" and "It Had to Be You."
The MCMA's current season,"S'Wonderful," will feature three performances in 2002. They include Ensemble Amarcord on Feb. 5,;
Emanuele Segre on Feb. 28; and Footworks percussive dance ensemble on April 11.
The Murray Civic Music Association enjoys reciprocity'agreements
with the cities of Paducah and Martin, Union City and Dyersburg,
Tenn. Season ticket holders in those cities are invited to attend the Nov.
2 Dorsey Orchestra performance.

The Murray State University
Concert Choir will present a fall
concert tonight(Thursday) at 8 p.m.
The choir will perform in historic
Lovett Auditorium on the campus of
Murray State University.
This internationally recognized
choir will perform Music from the
new and traditional repertorys. The
concert will open with "Three
Songs of Poems by Frederico
Garcia Lorca." The composer was
born in the Ukraine and currently
lives in Jerusalem.
These works received their world
premiere at the 2001 Athena
Festival by the MSU Concert Choir
and have become signature pieces
for the choir.
The program continues with two
Latin motets. The first, "Ave Mans
Stella" was composed by Swedish
composer Otto Olsson. It sets a cantos firmus
the alto voice. The
other seven parts are woven around
the melody in imitative and non-

Auditions for
upcoming
Christmas
performances
Playhouse in the Park In The Park
is holding auditions for the upcoming Christmas 'plays, "Wake Up
Santa Claus" and "The Night Before
Christmas Tree."
These two original one act
Christmas treats will open Dec. 6
and will run for two weeks closing
on Dec. 15. .
There are parts for children ages
8 and up and auditions will be held
this Thursday and Friday after
school at 3:30.
Rehearsals will start immediately.
Please no phone calls and no conflicts please.
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Saturday, November 3, 2001
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piano serves seve-rnl' functions in tenor will be the featured soloist.
these pieces. It accompanies the Mr. Averitt is originally from
voices, it serves as another voice Paducah and plans to attend the perand it is featured as a solo voice.
formance.
Following a brief intermission,
The concert continues with
the choir returns to perform the David Dickau's setting of the
North American premiere of "Veni Heveningham poem "If Music Be
Sancte Spiritus" by MSU alumnus the Food of Love." Andrea
William Averitt.
Reynolds, Madisonville will be the
The premiere was performed by pianist.
the MSU Concert Choir in Florence
The choir concludes the program
this past summer Mr. Averitt com- with three spirituals, "Saints Bound
posed tlIc (irk t divisi chorus and for Heaven." "I Know I've Been
tenor st
Changed,"
featuring
Kathy
tic s...N
Pentecost text 'Dobbins, Hopkinsville, and Aaron
in a ver modem and dissonant Lundy, Owensboro as soloists, and
style. As the choir invokes the corn- -Let Me Fly" with Jeremy Lee,
ing of the Holy Spirit, the tension Hopkinsville, as the baritone soloist.
and dissonance builds. Very close
The MSU Concert Choir is conharmonies indicate the arrival of ducted by Dr. Bradley L. Almquist,
"Lux.- "Light- It grows into a glori- associate professor of music and
ous• full expansive choral sound of MSU director of_choral activities. _
up to 16 parts.
The concert is free and the public
Dr Randall Black, MSU faculty is invited to attend.

The Calloway County
Republican Party

Local
artistic
news &
notes are
found here

5.00%

imitative counterpoint recalling ,the
compositional style of J. S. Bach.
Justin Durham, a choral graduate
assistant will conduct the choir.
The second motet is by the young
California composer Eric Whitacre.
His setting of"Lox Aururuque" will
feature Jessica Beckham as soloist
This piece employs harmonic movement from dissonance to consonance to paint the image of light
onto a canvas of darkness. It is a
new work,composed within the past
year.
The first half of the concert concludes with a set of pieces by
Morten Lauridsen, "MidWinter
Songs." Lauridsen selected poems
by RobereGraves for these works.
The choir will perform "Lament
for
Pasiphae," "Mid-Winter
Waking," and "Intercession in Late
October." The work features student
pianist Angie Beltz, Marion, 11. The

HWY.641 N. — MURRAY
753-1725 — 800-472-8852
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Firstar branch or check us out at
w.firstar.com.
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Guest Column

Agree Or Not

By MIKE COWAN

By TODD DUVAL
Syndicated Columnist

A Tale of 3 Small Towns
This story takes place anywhere.in small the plant eventually drifted away from Alton
town America in the year 2020. It is a story of and the town's population slowly declined
choices. It is a story of leadership. It is a story until only the older, retired citizens remained.
As they died, their homes became vacant, then
of people.
These three abandoned when they could not find a buyer.
cities are locat- Slowly, local businesses began to move or die
ed in adjacent as well leaving the local business district full
counties near of unsold and abandoned buildings. The
in Design
each other. The schools were closed and the few children
LLOWAY -2020
people do not remaining in town were bused to a nearby
know
each community. When they completed their
other very well, although most share many of schooling, Alton's children moved to larger
the same backgrounds. They grew up in caring cities to find good jobs. They were never able
families, in a small town, everyone in each to return to Alton to live again.
By 2020, Alton is less than one fourth as
town knew each other well, having gone to
school together and many played and worked large as it was in 2000, its real estate has
declined greatly in value or is abandoned, its
together. They had many of the same values.
The towns were similar, too. Each had been average income has declined greatly and its
a prosperous community from the turn of the population has aged considerably. Residents
century (1900) until the early 2000's. Each have to travel 30 miles to a nearby large city to
had fine old homes, a beautiful town square shop and for medical care. Alton residents
-and goad saioTs. Each had grown from an have no confidence in the future of the town.
Centertown had seen its economy change
agricultural-based economy to a manufacturfrom agriculture to manufacturing during the
ing-based economy.
The towns were-named Alton, Belleville late years of the 20th century. It had several
manufacturing plants, the largest having less
and Centertown.
Beginning in the year 2000, the first year of than 400 employees. Its local economy prosthe last great recession, things started chang- pered during the late 1980s when two big-city
ing dramatically in all three towns. Each town real estate developers came to town and conhad begun to change in'subtle ways in the pre- vinced town leaders to allow them to build
vious years but no one had really taken much two strip shopping malls on the edge of town.
During the years after the completion of
notice.
Alton had a very large manufacturing com- these shopping centers, the old downtown
pany headquartered in a large Eastern city. business district declined each year until many
This company had moved from this large city buildings were eventually turned into low rent
in the 1940's to escape the high labor costs businesses and many more were eventually ,‘
(and labor unions). For many years, this plant, abandoned. Several were torn down during the
its employees and the community prospered as period when urban renewal had been encourthe company grew steadily through the,atrs. aged by the federal government and today the
In the year 2000, however, a new aggressne square has several weed-infested vacant lots.
competitor to this company began to grow New housing developments had been located
rapidly due to newer product designs and outside the town limits near the shopping cenlower costs. This competitor was based in Asia ters and older housing in town has been steadiand designed and manufactured its products in ly declining in value.
The cost of town services had increased
Asia, as well.
For about three years, Atton's plant strug- substantially due to unforeseen costs associatgled to compete with this fore,jogn plant by ed with providing water, sewer and electrical
developing innovative new products and services and police and fire protection to the
reducing its operating costs. After three years, pew shopping and housing developments.
the owners of its paremcompany in the large Since local town officials are reluctant to
Eastern city tired of losing money and increase taxes to pay for these new services
the level of town services has been declining
replaced its long time president.
The new president was charged with mak- over several years. Local streets and roads are
ing the company the industry leader again and full of patches and potholes, the park budget
restoring company profits to historic levels. To has been reduced until it now looks poor in
do so, the new president found he must move comparison to nearby communities.
Local schools budgets have not grown to
manufacturing to a lower cost location. The
-Wses so new Wel-Alfortplatit v'vas shut down and manufacturing math operating cost ifict
moved to Central America. More than 1,000 ers have been difficult to find to replace those
retiring and school facilities are looking very
employees were left unemployed.
Alton tried in vain to replace this large dated. Student test scores have been declining
company. Its labor costs were too high for its for the last five years and funds did not exist
mainly unskilled workforce and its former to improve local schools.
Centertown in 2002 and 2004 lost two of its
employees were not trained for the jobs
required by the growing companies in oldest and largest manufacturing firms when
America. Community leaders were slow to new technologies obsoleted their products.
understand the economic realities of the early These plants shut dqwn, their owners retired
2000's and had been taken by surprise at the --and-rnoved to Florida and 500 employees were
plant's closing. No suitable replacement for left out of work. The shopping canters outside
this large employer was ever found and the of town are now over 40 years old and all of
the larger stores moved to a large new mall in
plant burned to the ground in 2015.
The 1,000 employees left unemployed by a city 20 miles away. The old shopping centers

_
each have several vacant stores. The housing
developments near the shopping centers have
several empty homes and real estate values
had been declining for several years.
Centertown had several new prospective
employers visit their town in 2005 and 2Q06
but all declined to move there in favor of more
prosperous communities nearby. Oentertown's
population and tax base has been declining
since 2005. Centertown is very concerned and
apprehensive about the future.
Belleville has a large group of citizens who
take an active interest in the town. Local leaders communicate well and often with local citizens so all were well informed about the
changes happening in the community due to
the changing economy. The citizens have a
very strong sense of community ancl greatly
appreciate its history and values. They are able
to retain these values and their high quality of
life by their ability to react to and benefit from
the changes happening around them.
-Belleville's community leaders has been
actively recruiting new industries, retail businesses and professionals to its town for the last
20 years. Every year, new businesses move to
town. Local employees of the larger companies and new people who have moved to town
to enjoy its quality of life have started several
new businesses. Several of these companies
have experienced steady growth and two are
industry leaders. Two larger employers were
bought out by new owners and are prospering
again after several years of declining sales.
New employers are attracted by the work ethic
of the plentiful, well-educated, flexible,
skilled employees available in the town and
surrounding region.
The central business district is vibrant and
busy. Several years ago, local citizens made a
decision to invest local funds in restoring the
downtown and now every building is fully
occupied with retail stores and restaurants on
the ground floors and offices and apartments
on the upper floors. Most of the downtown
businesses are locally owned.
Over 40% of downtown's revenues come
from visitors to the community attracted by its
unique businesses and products and the clfarm
of the square. Downtown restaurants and
shops keep the square alive with shoppers 18
hours a day. Two new shopping centers on the
edge of the city are also vibrant and fully
occupied. Theirjievelopers paid for all costs to
establish and fu y support these centers.
Existing in-to'n housing is fully occupied
and in excellent rèçair with real estate values
steadily increasing. The strong downtown
shopping district and convenience of neighborhood stores, schools and parks has kept
most of the local residents in their old neighborhoods for generations.
The local tax base has been rising faster
than the cost of town operations which has
allowed tax monies to be spent to fund new
schools and to pay teachers higher than average wages. School test scores are above state
and national averages. Local youth have very
active recreational and social lives funded and
supported by the community. A new industrial
park has been built on the edge of town. The
city takes great pride in a fine regional hospi-

tal well staffed with excellent healthcare specialists. City streets, roads and local government services are well funded, in excellent
shape and well managed. Local tax monies are
used in conjunction with state and federal
funds to fund local entrepreneurs starting,
expanding or purchasing new businesses.
Taxes are low and the tax base large because
of the expanding local businesses and the
steady influx of visitor's to the city from
around the region to shop, work, play, be
entertained, visit local restaurants and satisfy
their business and professional needs,
The high quality of life has attracted several new people to town who have been active in
local leadership and have brought in new
ideas. Several have brought new and different
businesses with them, which have grown
quickly. The community's economic base of
businesses and professions is very diversified
insulating it sufficiently from the changing
economy. Local employment-and- average
wages have been increasing faster than state
and national averages for over 20 years. Local
youth remain in or return to town to find good
jobs and to start families after their high
school and/or college years.
Local town leadership has been focused on
maintaining a high quality of life for all of the
community's citizens. Leadership is innovative, well informed and very sensitive to the
changing economy and has long and shortrange plans in place to deal with changes
quickly and effectively. The entire community
can be counted on to support and work hard
and quickly, if necegsary, to overcome any
challenge. The town has confidence in its
leaders and supports them in their decisions.
The leaders communicate constantly with
local citizens and completely understand the
desires of the community regarding their
responsibilities. Local leaders are widely
respected and regularly participate in state and
national community forums. Local leaders frequently are elected to state and national
offices in business, civic and governmental
organizations.
Local businesses and the community have
capitalized on several positive opportunities
due to the changing economy. The community
welcomes change since it has seen strong evidence of it's ability to benefit from it. Growth
has been gradual, steady and well managed
and has been widely supported by the community. Local quality of life has constantly
improved over time due to this growth.
Belleville looks forward to the future with
confidence.
Our communities make choices every day
that can impact our future. As citizens, we
must take responsibility for our communities
since we have the most to gain or lose. Our
communities have a great deal to do with the
quality of our families' lives. We must elect
and support excellent leaders and communicate with them often. We must invest the time
to learn about the operation of our community
so we can take an active role in helping to
manage it.
We must participate in it actively. We must
care deeply about it.

Editorial Roundup
The following is a roundup of editorials published by newspapers from
around Kentucky. The editorials comment on a variety of issues. Some editorials may have been condensed for space purposes. These editorials are
not to be mistaken as representing a position taken by The Associated
Press or the Murray Ledger & Times:
• ••

—The Kentucky Post, Covington
While Kentucky schools showed modest gains overall on
statewide proficiency exams,a deeper look at the test scores
reveals a troubling gap between African-American and
white students.
Scores on the Commonwealth Accountability Testing
System exams show 61 percent of white students in the
fourth grade have reached the highest levels in reading
while only 37 percent of black students tested at the proficient level.
Among fifth-graders,37 percent.0(white students ranked proficient- in math,compared With only 15 percent of black
fifth-graders across the state.
On the other end of the scale, a disproportionate number
of African-American students fell into the lower categories.
For example, nearly one-third of black students in both the
fourth and 10th grade scored in the lowest category, known
as novice, in reading. That's compared with 14 percent of
white foutth-graders and 16 percent of white 10th-grade
students testing at the novice level.
Closing the gap in achievement between races is essential
if Kentucky education reform is to meet the challenge that
no child be left behind.
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Letters must be brief(approximately 250-350 words) and may be subject to
editing or rejection. Send letters to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071. Please
include name, address and telephone number with the letter.

Looking
for a new
home?
FRANKFORT, Ky. — It may be
a bit early to begin making plans for
next year's Kentucky Derby, but 1
have a suggestion for those responsible for putting together the list of
out-of-state business types invited
by Gov. Paul Patton to take part in
Derby weekend festivities.
Along with the usual CEOs of
business and industry the state
would like to attract, add some of the
top people from Wall Street finance.
Some of them — maybe a lot of
them — are looking for a safe haven
from terrcirists these days.
The horrors of Sept. 11 brought
home to many leaders in the nation's
high financial institutions how vulnerable they were and now are to
attack. More than 5,000 people died
when airliners were deliberately
crashed into the World Trade Center
twin towers and their subsequent
collapse. A single bond trading company lost more than 700 of its total
workforce of 1,300 employees.
And beyond the dreadful slaughter of so many people, enormous
amounts of office space were lost
altogether in the towers themselves,
adjacent buildings in the sprawling
complex and in nearby office buildings severely damaged by debris
from the collapsed towers.
The Wall Street Journal already
has surveyed companies located in
the World Trade Center or in damaged buildings surrounding it to
determine how many plan to move
back when the long clean-up is cornpleted, the site redeveloped and
nearby structures repaired. Many
firms are committed to returning to
the lower end of Manhattan. Others,
however, say they are not, and realistically the number that don't return
will grow simply because the companies have to be somewhere during
the years it will take to rebuild the
area-where the towers once stood.
There is no reason some of these
investment banks, brokerage houses
and bond firms can't relocate into
the comparative safety of the heartland.
Electronic communication being
what it is — and will continue to
develop — the same business that
transpires a block from the New
York Stock Exchange can be performed perfectly well from an office
building somewhere in Kentucky.
And there isn't likely to be a terrorist focusing on that office building
so far from the core of the financial
district.
It isn't as if we are some backwater bayou either. The world's largest
fast food company is headquartered
in Louisville, and its executives
apparently are entirely happy with
that situation. The UPS hub at
Louisville International Airport is
thriving. The second largest maker
of computer printers is headquartered in and named after Lexington.
There is world-class artificial heart
research going on in Kentucky.
For many years, state economic
development officials have promoted the fact that Kentucky is within a
day's drive of more than half the
nation's population. That was generally meant to show how easy raw
materials can be brought into the
state and finished products sent out
of it from factories.
But as tightened security at airports means executives standing in
line for two to three hours simply to
catch a commercial flight, old-fashIlbned driving from city to city
becomes more attractive - and considerably less expensive.
Compared to-locations,on the east
and west coasts, Kertrticky is a bargain to live in. Taxes of all kinds are
low. What would be necessary to
buy a two bedroom apartment in
New York or a small bungalow in
L.A. or San Francisco will finance a
gated estate in the bluegrass. And the
electricity is plentiful, sure and the
cost won't break anyone's bank
account.
No matter how soon America
wins the war against terrorism, the
world for Americans is changed. No
one will be completely at ease on the
upper floors of prominent skyscrapers ever again. Bioterrorism has
arrived and likely won't disappear
with the eradication of anthrax from
congressional office buildings and
news anchors' offices.
Pie-in-the- sky thinking about
high finance moving to Kentucky?
Perhaps. But then I remember when
so many scoffed that Toyota Motor
Corp. would locate in a small
Kentucky city and he happy and successful.
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The funeral for Mrs. Cordie Murphy will be Saturday
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York

Funeral Home. Dr. Jerre11 White will officiate. Mrs.
Oneida White will be pianist and soloist. Dr. White will
lead one congregational song:Grandson will be pallbearers. Burial Will follow in
Murray Memorial Gardens
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8
p.m. Friday.
Mrs. Murphy, 94, Murray, died Monday, Oct. 29,
2001, at 11:26 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,
Murphy
Paducah.
She was married Dec. 25, 1924, to Tryman Jessie Murphy who died June
27, 1985. One daughter, Mittie Lorene Rector, two sons-in-law, R.G.
Outland and Bill Zambella, two grandchildren, Shirley Ruth Ladd and

Larry Ray Overby, one great-grandson, Cody Ryan Crass, five sisters and
four brothers all preceded her in death.
Born March 22, 1907, in Stewart County,Tenn., she was the daughter of
the late James William Barrow and Lou Mittie Jane Futrell Barrow.
Mrs. Murphy had worked at Holiday Inn and Triangle Restaurant,
Murray, and at Winslow Cafeteria at Murray State University. She was a
member of Memorial Baptist Church.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Ruth Murlene Outland, Fort
Myers, Fla., Mrs. Betty LouVene Morris and husband, Ralph. Murray, and
Mrs. Levicie Jean Forbus and husband, Byron, Paducah; 15 grandchildren,
Galon Loyd, Jessie Floyd, Paul Ray, Randall Grey and Ronald Gene
Outland, Williank(ll) H. Maupin Jr., Shuan Michael and LaToya Nicole
Rector, Jimmy Dale, Gary Wayne and Rickey Don Overby, Lester Myers
Ashley, and Anthony Lynn, Carl William and Thomas Ray Zambella; eight
stepgrandchildren, Gwen Martin, Nate Jr. and Troy Rector, Adleheide
Yates, Michael Wade Morris, Lisa DeMoss,Ann Mansfield and Ruth Smith;
28 great-grandchildren; 16 stepgreat-grandchildren; 14 great-great-grand-
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Miss Cleo accused of
violating telemarketing law

Deaths
Mrs. Mary Rebecca Tyler

Mrs. Cordie Murphy
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Mrs. Mary Rebecca (Kate) Tyler, 80, Vine Grove, former resident of
Henry County, Tenn., mother of Mrs. Margaret Ann Dunn of Murray, died
Wednesday. Oct. 31, 2001, at North Hardin Health & Rehab, Radcliff.
Her husband, Thomas Everett Tyler Sr., died Sept. 28, 1981. Born Nov.
7, 1920,a1 SPrinOilli, TennT,-Ilit-was' the datighter of the late ArAhur Sanford and Maude Adelirje Medlock Sanford.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Margaret Ann Dunn. Murray, and
Mrs. Mary Jean Tackett, Cadiz; two sons, Thomas Everett Tyler, Brooks,
and James Madison Tyler,Tama,Iowa; one sister, Mrs. Drucilla West, Paris,
Tenn.: 10 grandchildren: 19 great-grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren.
The funeraTwill -,Saturday at 1 p.m. in the LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway

Funeral Home, Paris. Tenn. Randy Stephens will officiate. Burial will follow in Rose Lawn Memory Gardens, Paris.
Visitation will be at Nelson-Edelen-Bennett Funeral Home, Vine Grove,
from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday); and at the funeral home in Paris from 11
a.m. until the funeral hour on Saturday.

Forrest Lindell Vincent

Forrest Lindell Vincent, 71, Reynolds Drive, Greenville, father of Mrs.
Linda Kirtley of Hazel, died Tuesday, Oct. 30, 2001, at 10:55 p.m. at
Owensboro Mercy Health System, Owensboro. His death followed a sudden illness.
A retired coal miner, he was a member of New Cypress Baptist Church.
He was born Aug. 23, 1930, in Muhlenberg County.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marti Vincent, to whom he had been
married for 42 years; two daughters, Mrs. Linda Kirtley, Hazel, and Mrs.
Edith Ann Copenhaver, Greenville; one son, Robert F. Vincent, Greenville;
four sisters, Mrs. Lonell Key and Mrs. Wanda Browning, Greenville, Mrs.
June Green, Powderly, and Mrs. Freda Fowler, Graham; two brothers,
Houston Vincent, Central City, and Johnny Vincent, Greenville; five grandchildren.
children; two great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Gary's Funeral
Mrs. Gussie Euple Henson, 73, Paducah Center for Health and Home, Greenville. The Rev. Herschel Drake and the Rev: Jeff Noffsinger
Rehabilitation, formerly of Calloway County, died Monday, Oct. 29, 2001, will officiate. Burial will follow in New Cypress Cemetery. _
at 2 a.m. at Paducah Center Nursing Home, Paducah.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Thursday)
She was a retired sitter and nurses aide and was a member of and after 9 a.m. Friday.
Grahamville Baptist Church.
One son, Thomas Lewis Dorris, preceded her in death. Born Jan. 27,
1928, she was the daughter of the late Lewis T. Hays and Lora Owen Hays.
The funeral for Robert Chester Reeder is today (Thursday) at 11 a.m. in
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Billie Boerma and husband, Gary, the chapel of Ralph Buckner Funeral Home, 3000 Commerce Dr. N.E.,
Streamwood, Ill., and Mrs. Bonnie Gaffney and husband, Dick,
Cleveland, Tenn. The Rev. Robert Haskins is officiating. Burial will follow
Canonsburg, Pa.; three grandchildren, Scott Boerma and wife, Alex. Jeff
Sunset Memorial Gardens there.
in
Arnold and Penny Allen; one aunt, Mrs. Hilda Owens, Paducah; several
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Bradley Memorial Hospice of
.
cousins
Notes of sympathy may be
Private graveside served will be held at Ivy Cemetery in Calloway Cleveland, 175 24th St., Cleveland, TN 37311.
er.com.
reedercondolences@ralphbuckn
sent on-line to
County.
Mr. Reeder, 64, Cleveland, Tenn., formerly of Murray, died Monday;
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.
.•
29, 2001, at his home. •
Oct.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The Salvation Army Corps &
Survivors include his wife, Mrs,Elizabeth Jo Ellis Reeder; one daughter,
Youth Center, 2990 Trimble St., Paducah, KY 42001.
Mrs. Tonya Harmon and husband, Scott, Cleveland; one son, Robert Jeffrey
Reeder, Oldfort, Tenn.; six grandchildren, Ramey Thompson and wife,
a.m.
10
at
(Thursday)
today
was
Black
V.
Dorothy
Mrs.
for
funeral
The
Misty, Jamey Thompson, Kamus Thompson,Ashley Harmon,April Reeder
in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. The Rev. Kendrick Lewis and and Colton Reeder; two great-grandchildren, Kitleb and Cameron
the Rev. Jerry Lee officiated.
Thompson; his mother, Mrs. Katie Reeder, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Shirley
Pallbearers were Brian Lee, Clint Lee, Chris Black, B.J. Black, Greg Keaton and husband, Thomas, Fremont, Calif.; one - brother, Coleman
Crider and Jimmy Kisner. Burial was in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Reeder and wife, Laura Jo, mother-in-law, Mrs. Viva Ellis, and sister-inMrs. Black, 86, Rockwood Road, Murray, died Tuesday, Oct. 30, 2001, law, Mrs. Mary Lawson, all of Murray.
at 2:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors,include her husband, George M. Black, to whom she was
married Nov. 14, 1936; two daughters, Mrs. Ann Roberts and husband,
Will Moore Latimer, 85, Puryear, Tenn., died today, Thursday, Nov. I.
Charles, and Mrs. Joyce Lee and husband, Glenn,and two sons, Paul Black
Latimer, East Y Drive.
and wife, Becky, and Charles Black and wife, Linda, all of Murray; one 2001, at 5 a.m. at the home of his brother, Raymond
Murray.
grandeight
brother, Roy Jewell and wife, Ruth, Hendersonville, Tenn.;
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel is in charge of arrangements.
children; eight great-grandchildren:.

ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) - The
marketer-6 behind television psychic Miss Cleo were accused
Wednesday of violating New
York's -1,e-Not caw' telemarketing law more than 100 times in the
past seven months.
C.,,kdrienne Rhodes, the executive director of the Consumer
Protection Board, said Access
Resource Services of Fort
Lauderdale, Fla,- also called the
Psychic Readers Network (PRN)
- may be subject to as much as
$224,000 in fines.
According to the agency,
Access-PRN misleads customers
into thinking they can get a free
psychic reading. But Rht3cles said
-the "psychics" employed by
Access-PRN can only be reached
by dialing a 900 number at $3.99 a
minute.
She also said the psychics seem
more interested in keeping people
on the telephone than in giving

them a reading.
"This so-called 'psychic' service appears to be a scam to keep
people on the telephone for as long
as possible." Rhodes.saitl.
Sean Moynihan, a lawyer for
Access-PRN, said it checked the
numbers of 86 people complaining
about its business practices to the
consumer board and found all previously called for psychiC readings.
He said 'the contacts did not
violate the "Do Not Call" rules
because companies get wider latitude when telemarketing to former
customers than when calling
potential new customers.
Under the April I telemarketing
law, New Yorkers sign up on a registry that prohibits unsolicited
calls from marketers at certain
hours and companies from making
aggressive, confusing sales pitches
over the telephone. More than 2
million people have signed up.

When rush hour becomes
CRUSH HOUR.

Mrs. Gussie Euple Henson

Robert Chester Reeder

Mrs. Dorothy V. Black

The road to work is paved with dents and dings. If you get
rammed in a traffic jam,can you afford to repair or
replace the transportation you depend on? Shelter auto
insurance coverage can help smooth the wrinkles and
crinkles you encounter along life's highway.

Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N.12th St.
Murray? KY 42071
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

Will Moore Latimer

BISU COMBO
Burger,
1/3 Lb.

American & Swiss Cheese,
Shredded Lettuce, Pickle, Tomato,
Curly Fries & IBC Rootbeer

TACO JOHN'S
CHIMI PLATTER
•
Includes rice & beans

www sheltermsurance corn

NO FEE Really Free!

Investments Since 1854

'4.99

Stock Market
Report
PrIces as of 9 AM

1510 Chestnut St.(Five Points)• 759-3663

Price

Company

Our 3amily Helping your 3amily
‘‘-e •

*Family owned ansLonetrated - The owners aro your friends and neighbors
that live right here in Murray-Calloway County. We e:relraduates of the Mid.
America College, certified by the National Board and licensed Funeral
Directors and Embalmers in Kentucky and Tennessee.
- We are pleased to offer our newly decorated fat-fifty with over
13,000 sq. ft. situated on seven acres that provide.' your family and Mends a
comforting atmosphere with -home-like warmth, spacious rooms and large
on-mite parking areas.
liontellmuttall - Alvin York, Kelvin York, Keith York, Jim Kelly, Bobbie
Wilcox and Damon Mathis live in Murray-Calloway County and are devoted
to providing care and comfort to your family and friends.
'Pre-arrangement services- We offer a wide range of pre-arrangement services that are designed by you,allowing you to make all of the decisions before
the need arises. All plans are tailored to meet your specific needs and desires.
Please call or stop by at your convenience if you have any questions about
our services or for a personal tour of our facilities.
"Family Owned tf, ilperaled-

BLALOCK- COLEMAN
4,4p

oitk
FUNERAL
HOME

713 SOUTH FOURTH STREET • MURRAI • 753-6800

Chg

9084.63 +9.49
Dow Jones Ind. A$g.
19.97 - 0.07
Air Products
31.50 + 0.40
AOL Time Warner
15.22 - 0.03
AT&T
16.80 - 0.20
Bell South
36.93 - 0.63
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb 54.03 + 0.58
44.66 - 0.06
Caterpillar
88.40 - 0.15
Chevron Texaco Corp
35.61 + 1.01
Daimler Chrysler
45.13 + 0.28
Dean Foods
19.32 - 0.13
Exxon-Mobil
16.01 - 0.04
Ford Motor
36.45 + 0.04
General Electric
41.31 - 0.01
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR 34.23 + 0.83
21.44 + 0.09
Goodrich
18.45 -0.18
Goodyear
12.00 B 12.45 A
HopFed Rank*
• 107.60 - 0.47
I B NI
17.1()• 0.20
Ingersoll Rand
24,46..+ 0.04
Intel
24.80 + 0.34
Kroger
6.69 - 0.01
Lucent Tech
18.67 - 0.26
Mattel
25.98 - 0.09
N1cDonalds
63.87 + 0.06
Merck
59.92 + 1.77
Microsoft
21.67 - 0.05
IC. Penney
48.36 - 0.35
Pepsico. Inc
41.99 + 0.09
Pfizer. Inc.
17.04- 0.14
Schering-Plough
19.01 + 0.24
Sears
40.30 - 0.20
Union Planters
17.87 + 0.09
US Bancorp
11 89 + 0.28
UST
.
51.05 - 0.35
Wal-Mart
13.31 - 0.14
Worldcom Inc
'Hoard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
unc - price unchanged
Court Square
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-3366
z?
4tit
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

HIWARD

Our Best It?i

i men, 1s You.

LYONS
SINCE 1551

+,1 W l Lyons Inc • Member WYSE and SJPC

Oct. 29 through Nov. 2
open a
UPReally Free Checking,
account and get a
really FREE gift.
It's easy! Simply come in to-any participating Union Planters.13ank and,
open a UPReally Free Checking' Account* which features...
• Unlimited checkwriting
• No minimum balance
• No monthly service charge
• Free ATM Card
• Only S100 opens your account
Come in and open your account today!

SOLUTION:

AUNION
PLANTERS
BANK

©Copyright 2000 Union Planters Bank Member FDIC Visit us on the web St www unionplanters corn
'Offer good while supplies last. Free gift may vary for student accounts VISA CheckCard subject to approval
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Jo's Datebook

Watercolor
course
will begin
Nov. 6

By JO BURKEEN
Community Editor

Watercolor I course will meet
forteight weeks at 6 p.m. beginning Tuesday. Nov. 6. The class
will meet at 6 p.m. for eight Tuesdays in faculty hall room 408 at
Murray State Unitersity. •
The course will provide a handson opportunity to learn the basic
techniques of watercolor for landscape painting. The class will also
cover aspects of motion, water
control, composition, perspective
and creating seasonal effects.
Instructor Tim Pafford has
taught an and sculpture at Bethel
College, McKenzie,Tenn. His landscape paintings have been recognized by the Tennessee Wildlife
Resources Agency and in showings across the state.
The price for the course is $85.
Supplies, ranging in price form
$40 to .$80 can be purchased from
the instructor.
Registrations are now being
taken and will be accepted until
the day of the class. Pre-registration is required.
For more information or to register, contact the Center for Continuing Education at 762-3662 or
1-800-669-7654.

READ THE
COMMUNITY
PAGE DAILY

Murray Civic Music Association will present
the Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra with Nancy Knorr,
vocal soloist, on Friday, Nov. 2, at 7:30 p.m. at
Murray State University Lovett Auditorium as
its first concert of its 43rd season in Murray.
The MCMA has worked hard during these 43
years to bring some of the best music to the
area. The Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra is now under
the direction of Jim Miller. Miller has been called
a "Trombonist's Trombonist" and continues a career of over 40
years playing with and leading some of America's great big bands.
Brian Runnels, president of the MCMA, said "some delightful
programs are planned through April 2002. For information about
tickets call 762-4288.

CCHS Backboard Club to meet
Calloway County High School Backboard Club will meet tonight
(Thursday), Nov. 1, at 7 p.m. in the school cafeteria. Topics to be discussed include "Meet the Lakers" and other projects. All parents and...
interested persons are invited.

Republicans to host supper

GOSHEN BAZAAR...Pictured are members of Goshen United Methodist Church Women
working on items for the "Christmas in the Country" annual bazaar, along with breakfast and lunch, to be Saturday, Nov. 3, from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the church. They are
(I-r) Jo Lovett. Delpha Rhoades, Faye Pyle, Katherine Ray and Bette Tucker. Those
attending are asked to enter through the back door into the basement.

Ghost stories will be told tonight
Dr. Lynwood Montell will bring
his vast collection of Kentucky
ghost tales to life tonight (Thursday), Nov. 1, at 7 p.m. at Murray State University's Pogue
Library., The free lecture is sponsored by Phi Alpha Theta and the
MSU department of history.
Montell's presentation will focus
on Kentucky's Ghostly Beings and
Stories as Generational Bonding
Agents. From coal mining settle-

' Bus. 270-753-6706
Fax 270-767-9816

517 South 12th St.
Murra. NY 42071

•King or Queen suit:
beds in all rt1onis

'II best Qualit%
Rating Pos,itne
Riini Site
lull KthThen. 31-1 \
lih VCR &

Ask About Our
Unbeatable
Fall Special

of MURRAY
I.I. ROOMS INCLUDE:
Refrigerator.. Microv.a\es. Coticentaker,

•1"ax and
St-I-Niel: A% ailahle

Hairdrer.. PhoneN-sAiDatapon,
70 Channel Cable %%/HBO.
Free Deluxe Continental Breaklao

Relax In Our
Jacuzzi
Rooms

,CRAWFORD'S
Ley BAR-113-QUE
limo, AT• 753-1934
`Serving The Best BBC), Ribs. Pork & Chicken'.
•Homestyle Vegetable Plates 'Sandwiches •Burgoo
'Pizza 'Salads `Homemade Desserts & More
SERVING HOURS
Mon & Tues. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.; Wed -Fn 10 a m.-9 p m
Sat. & Sun. Closed
Special pick-up orders by appointment on weekends

FREE INVESTMENT WORKSHOP
IT'S YOUR RETIREMENT PLAN MONEY.
How WILL You HANDLE IT?

ments to river landings, from highways to battlefield, Montell has
collected ghost stories from all
over the state,of Kentucky and
presents them just as he first heard
or read about them.
Recalling from 250 stories, his
lectures are said to captivate the
audience with tales of graveyards,
haunted dormitories, animal ghosts,
vanishing hitchhikers, weird lights,
unexplained sounds and more.
Though the focus is on the stories, Montell also delves into personal fascination with the supernatural and the deep truths that these
storytelling traditions reveal about
our lives and past.
Montell is the author of 14

books of his own. He has recently completed work as co-author
of a book about African Americans in the Upper Cumberland
regions of Kentucky and Tennessee,
and is currently co-authoring three
books of lawyer stories collected
from Alabama, Kentucky and Tennessee.
A reception will follow the lecture at the Faculty Club, located
on North 14th Street between
Woods Hall and Racer Arena..
Monte!l will have three of his
books available for purchase at
both the lecture and the reception.
The public is invited to attend
the free lecture. For information call
762-6580 or 762-6576

Birth
Thomas Douglas Miles II
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Douglas Miles of 139 Grigsby Ln., Cadiz,
are the parents of a son, Thomas Douglas Miles II, born on Monday, Oct. 22, 2001, at 12:49 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds _ eight ounces and- measured 20
1/2 inches. The mother is the former Sandra Jeanquart.
Grandparents are James and Mary Jeanquart of Green Bay, Wis.,
and Douglas and Doreen Miles of Alto, Mich.

Bradley Ethan Dawson
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Dawson of 1404 Purdom Rd., Almo, are the
parents of a son, Bradley Ethan Dawson, born on Thursday, Oct. 25,
2001, at 7:12 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds one ounce and measured 19 inches. The mother is the former Melanie Roos. A sister is Elizabeth
Dawson.
Grandparents are David and Glenda Roos of Murray and Floyd
and Freida Dawson of Dexter.
• A great-grandmother is Mrs. Ruth Foster of Dexter.

Proud To Ve An American!
SHOW YOUR PATRIOTISM CALL

D & D FLAG SERVICE
Poles Ranging From 5' - 30'

759-1569 - Dan

753-9216 - Drew

Nov.8 — 11:30-1 p.m. & 5:45-7 p.m.
Duteh Essenhaus, St. Rte. 121 N.
Meal Provided

Good Shepherd plans event
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church will hold its winter wonderland Bazaar and Bake Sale on Saturday, Nov. 3, from 8 a.m. to 2
p.m. at the church, located on Highway 121 South at Cherry Corner.
This -will feature a large bake sale, thrift shop, and Snowflake Cafe
with hats and sausage biscuits for breakfast and chili, sandwiches and
desserts for lunch. The public is urged to support this special event.

Lutheran bazaar Saturday
The annual Christmas Ba7aar will be Saturday, Nov. 3, from 8- a.m.
to 3 p.m. at Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 South 15th St., Murray.
Featured will be a bake sale, crafts and lunch. The public is invited.

DAR meeting Saturday
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American
Revolution will meet Saturday, Nov. 3, at 1 p.m. at the home of Evelyn L. Jones, 1314 Wells Blvd., Murray. Dr. Laura Liljequist of Murray State University Psychology Department will be the speaker.

High school rodeo planned
Kentucky High School Rodeo will be Saturday, Nov. 3, at 6 p.m.
and Sunday, Nov. 4, at 2 p.m. at Trigg County Recreational Complex,
Cadiz.

Rodent bait available Friday
Calloway County Health Center in cooperation with Kentucky Department of Agriculture will give rodent bait free starting Friday, Nov. 2,
at Health Center in Murray, Crawford's Shell at Lynn Grove, Area Bank
at Hazel, Almo Country Store at Almo, Country Store at Kirksey, Hamlin One Stop at Hamlin, Take Me Back Cafe on Highway 94 East, and
grocery at New Providence.

Candlelight Vigil tonight
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Alzheimer Education Support Group,
a member of the Louisville Chapter of the Alzheimer's Association, will
have its third annual Candlelight Vigil tonight (Thursday), Nov. 1, at 7
p.m. in the board room of the hospital. The vigil is open to anyone
who would like to attend.

Diamond Club will meet
Murray High School Diamond Club will meet tonight (Thursday),
Nov. 1, at 6 p.m. in the school cafeteria. All parents of children who
played on the team last year and children wanting to try out this year
are encouraged to attend. For more information call 753-9388.
North Elementary School PTO will sponsor its annual fall festival on
Friday, Nov. 2, at the school. The kitchen will 'open at 5 p.m. and the
games and activities will start at 5 p.m.

Music Chorus plans rehearsal

The Chorus of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club
will have a rehearsal tonight (Thursday), Nov. 1, at 6:45 p.m. at the
club house. Members are to note the change in time. Kathy Mowery
is director with Pamela Seward as accompanist.
First Baptist Church will have a churchwide hayride and bonfire at
the farm of Jim and Joetta Kelly on Saturday, Nov. 3, at 4:30 p.m.
Those planning to attend are asked to call the church office by Nov.
2.

Couples Bridge at Oaks

Couples Bridge will be Saturda57 Nov. 3, at 7:30 p.m. at the Oaks
Country Club. This is open to all members. Shirley Wade, phone 7532220, will be the hostess.

Special fundraiser Saturday

A spaghetti dinner will be Saturday, Nov. 3, from 5 to 8 p.m. in
the Parish Center at-St. Leo Catholic Church. This will be a fundraiser to benefit the St. Leo Youth Group for a trip to the national convention in December. The menu includes spaghetti with homemade sauce
and meatballs, salad, garlic bread, a beverage and homemade desserts.
The cost will be $6 for adults and $3 for children 8 and under. For
information call 753-3876.

THIRTY-FIVE PERCENT

r
CLOSE TO HOME

If you will retire soon, plan to retire in the next few years
or have already retired, we invite you to be our guest at.
this free investment workshop. You'll learn:
• How taxes can affect

your retirement

• The benefits and
disadvantages of
forward averaging

• The implications of
lump sum distributions, • Smart investments for
retirement income
including tax
considerations and how • How to fight inflation
to avoid mandatory
• Strategies for creating
withholding
financial security
• Why an IRA rollover
for your heirs
makes sense'

*

• North festival Friday

Hayride planned Saturday

FOR A FREE ESTIMATE

"MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR
RETIREMENT PLAN DISTRIBUTIONS"

Calloway County Republican Party will host a bean supper to kickoff the 2002 campaign season for U.S. Congressman Ed Whitfield Saturday, Nov. 3, from 3 to 5 p.m. at the Howard Brandon farm, located
south of Murray on Highway 641 South. Whitfield will be speaker. This
is open to all interested persons.

State Farm has discounts
available on car insurance.
Sec me to find out how you may qualify.

li!li

Video Productions
Weddings, Lvents, Special Occasions
All Crgital • Lowest Price in the Tri-State!

SO% OFF

WEDDING BOOKINGS UNTIL DEC. 3

270-753-3480 • cthvideo@yahoo.com
Don Henry, Agent
302 East Main Street
Murray. KY
270-753-9935

HI-ENERGY
WEIGHT CONTROL
Our Program guarantees 3 lbs per week of weight loss,

Please call now to reserve your seat.
Space is limited.
Trusted Advice • Exceptional Service
2684 Olivet Church Road
Paducah, Kentucky
888/802/8084
www agedwords corn

AGEdwards
VESTVINTS SINCE 1887
Member SIPC • 2000 A r,

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.'
statetarm.com"
State Farm Mutual Automotele Insurance Company (Not in NJ)
State Farm indemnrly Company (NJ)• Horne Oflices Bloom...19ton lamas

1415 W. Main St.
(Next to Corvette Lanes)
Eig
Murray, KY
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Noel Market planned
Murray Main Street, MHS class join
efforts to view history of downtown life
Special to the Ledger
Murray fli,gh School teacher
Sheila Henfhas been personally interested in the revitalization
of downtown Murray. She was
looking for collaborative projects
for her senior technology class
and approached Murray Main
Street.
.Main Street Manager .Robin
Taffler said she was delighted by
their offer. "I knew that we had
our annual meeting coming up,
and we wanted to be able to
show some of the transitions that
the court square has gone through
over time."
"The students have done an
awesome job at collating a visual history of downtown. They
have done considerable research
and have been downtown photographing the recent changes that
have been taking place on a regular basis," Taffler said.
believe that their presentation will be a real treat for those
interested in Murray's past. They
have a selection of never before
seen photograph's dating from the
late 1800s and the turn of the
century," she added. -The court
square has never remained stagnant. There have been significant
changes over time due to many
different reasons. This presentation will do an exemplary job at
showing those changes."
Sheila Henry said, -This presentation is only the beginning.
We are working on several other
areas of Main Street and are
developing presentations for those
as well. We are making an effort
to cover all the four points of
the Main Street approach to downtown revitalization.

The annual Noel Market of
First Christian Church will be Saturday, Nov. 3, from 8 a.m. to 2
p.m. at the church, located on
North Fifth Street,just off the courtsquare.
The sweet shop will feature
kit)mefnade jams and jellies, breads
and other baked goods. The craft
items will include Christmas ornaments and decorations.
Chances are being sold for the

GROUNDBREAKING TODAY...Groundbreaking for renovation to downtown Murray by
Murray Main Street will be today (Thursday) at 4:30 p.m. at the corner of Main and
5th Streets. After the groundbreaking, Jody Lassiter, commissioner for the Department
of Local Government, will speak at the annual membership meeting of Murray Main
Street to be in the fellowship hall/gym of First United Methodist Church. This picture
shows Main Street in a past picture.

(Srahlno Harr:tees on Chestnut St

76 7 - 9 1 1
Call us to compare!

all

accomplish its goals. "This is a
wonderful collaborative project
that benefits all parties involved,"
commented Taffler.
This presentation will follow the
streetscape groundbreaking ceremony.
Groundbreaking
is
today
(Thursday) at 4:30 p.m. at the

corner of Fifth and Main streets.
The annual meeting will follow
at 5:15 p.m. at the gymnasium/fellowship hall at First United Methodist Church.
For further information, please
call the Main Street office at 7599474.

When It's Time to Retire,
Make Sure That's
All You Have To Do.
You don't want to spend your retirement worrying about
maintaining yourstandard ofliving. With proper advice and
planning now,you can enjoy the peace and leisure you have
earned. Call ustoday.

WESTERN KENTUCKY

acc.es
Dixieland Shopping Center

TAKE A CHANCE...This life size Father Christmas will be
raffled off at the First Christian Church Noel Market on
Saturday, Nov. 3, from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the church.
Catherine Crass, left, shows the antique handmade quilt,
and Chloe Ehrsam, right, holds the handmade crocheted
afghan, also to be raffled.

FINANCIAL GUIDANCE SINCE 1854
"We are thrilled that the students have this opportunity, and
we are looking forward to being
able to present this to the community.Murray Main Street is a volunteer organization that relies
heavily on community support
and collaboration in order to

1°4anyoff
CELLTOUCH,inc. :
verrzwiwireless

antique quilt, crocheted afghan and
the life size Father Christmas.
Door prizes will be awarded.
The Soup 'N Cornbread luncheon will be served from 11 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. and tickets may be
purchased at a cost of $3 per person from any member of the Christian Women's Fellowship.
Krista Crass, chairman of the
event, sends a warm invitation to
the public.

Car
Chargers i

99

HILLIARD
LYONS

INSURANCE of Murray

J J B Hillard, W L Lyons Lr
Member NYSE and SR.

AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • FARM • LIFE

Betty Boston

Hook up your home phone service!
.
No contract,
No credit checkl $39
140 clopositi

753-5842

95 plus tax

Scxre resh cbons may app'y 5995 activatior fee 'or'ore pone servce Expres10131t1

YNir pa rtni,r in proter

302 N. 12t11 Street
Murray

")‘ fall Celebration Sale
'
IA Sae 74(44., 95r.i., ek' Sae. 72azt. -2-3
All Leather

25% Off
Early Fall Groups

25% Off
Special 2 Pc. Pant Suits

$89.00
Tommy Bahama

20% Off
All Costume Jewelry

20% Off
Fall Scarves

20% Off
Brighton®
Sterling Rings

1/2 Price
Get A FREE Sample Of The

OV

Vice President
Financial Consultant
Certified Financial Planner

Tony Boyd

Tom Ewing
Financial Consultant
ior • Pi, Lose Value
F:IC

• Ng. Berk Gaxennee

COURT SQUARE • MURRAY. KY 42071 •(270) 753-3366•(800)444-1854

Earn Christmas Cash
with a Murray Bank
Christmas Club Account
Now is the time to start planning for
Christmas 2002. A Christmas Club Account
from the Murray Bank will earn you cash for
next Christmas. You can
Interest
take advantage of a
Earned
savings
Method of
2.00%.
Weekly payments
Christmas Club savings
convenient
ANNUAL
via
PERCENTAGE
Christmas Club
plan with
YIELD
coupons
transfers
ABSOLUTELY NO FEES and
Automaticother
2.50%
any
from
(/) checking or
ANNUAL
NO MINIMUM BALANCE.
1.4.1
PERCENTAGE
account
gs
savings
Bank
YIELD
Murray
at The
Make next Christmas the
merriest ever with
Murray Bank's
Christmas Club.
V.".•Zy.

NE MUNI.' TE

NICURE

With Every Purchase

Also T The Hand Lotion!

The 4)

Murray Bank

ze(0•K•Ktill)"
"The Something For Everyone Store"
305 South 12th Street • Murray,KY • 753-7441

Hat/Banking Should Be

753-LOAN
VII* OMNI
LENDER

Member FDIC
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FOOTBALL
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No. 14 Tigers head to Hornet's nest
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
The 14th-ranked Murray High football team has
found itself in some unusual 'circumstances lately.
First.- the Tigers (8-2), seeded third in the Class
A First District with a 2-2 league mark, will be on
the road during the first round of the state playoffs
when MHS takes • on Second District runner-up
Hancock County in Hawesville.
.
Friday's game will mark the Tigers' first postseason opener away from Murray since 1998 (at
Russellville) and only the third first-round playoff
contest for the Tigers Since 1989. MHS missed the
playoffs in 1990.
Murray defeated the Hornets 49-0 Sept. 28 in
the friendly confines of Ty Holland Stadium, but
Hancock (5-5) was undefeated at home until a 146 loss to Second •District champion Crittenden
County Oct. 19 at Schafer-Glover Field,
The Hornets secured their district's second seed
and home-field advantage for the opening round of
the five-week state playoff chase with its lone road
victory of the season, a 26-3 win Friday at
Russellxille.
Meanwhile. Murray is also facing another oddity --- the presence of No. 3 Mayfield (5-5, 4-0), the
First District titlist, in the same half of the First
Region bracket.
The Cardinals, who captured the district crown
with a 41-14 win over No. 7 Ballard Memorial (91, 3-1) Friday in Mayfield. shut out the Tigers 48I) Oct. 12 in Murray and would host a second-round
matchup between the two rivals Nov. 9 at War
Memorial Stadium.
7"We put ourselves in this position." said head
coach Rick Fisher of.Murray's playoff draw. "We
were 8-2 for the season, but our two losses were to
district foes and We wound Up third.
"We've had a great season except for that, but
now that we'Ve dug ourselves into .that hole, we
have to dig our way out of it."
Of course, coming off Friday's 57-0 rout of winless Lone Oak at Flash Field. Murray is somewhat
used to strange occurrences.
After scoring 35 points in the first quarter and
22 in the second, the Tiger varsity players left
Paducah and headed hack to Murray_ during. a 30minute delay early in the fourth • quarter as freshman linebacker Bran Nixon was being treated for
strained neck.

Vele

SCOTT NANNEY,'Ledger 8, Times photo

GETTING WARMER...Murray High senior nose guard Jason Wilkins (33) closes in on Lone Oak quarterback Chris Jett during the 14th-ranked Tigers' 57-0 win over Lone Oak in Friday's regular-season
finale at Flash Field.
"We were playing the junior-varsity at that time anyway, up 175 yards on the ground.
so there wasn't any sense keepMeanwhile, sophomore quaring the older kids out there and
terback Blake Hoover connected
letting them get cold," Fisher
with junior wide receiver Nathan
sthd -"There wasn't -anything
Williams for a pair of TD passes
you could gain'at that point-it
as MHS compiled 119 yards
was 57-0 with 10 minutes left
through the air.
and we had a 30-minute delay"Our offense was real crisp,"
SO we sent the Varsity home on
said Fisher, pleased with the
the second bus."
adjustments his troops have
Nixon is doubtful for Friday's
made to the offensive changes
game.
while
senior
Murray has made since the
fullback/linebacker Jon Hedges
Mayfield loss.
is day-to-day with a high ankle
"We put in a new style of
sprain that has kept him out'of
offense after the Mayfield game,
practice for three- weeks.
and we've had two games to
- Despite Outscoring Lone•Oak
fine-tune some things. Blake
and Fulton County - a comwent 6-of-8 in the passing game,
No. 14 Tigers 8-2
bined 1-19 this fall - by a total
which certainly helped us, and
(2-2 Class A First District)
of 106-8 the last two weeks,
we were able to get in and out of
Fisher believes the tune-ups verHornets 5-5
different sets."
sus the 3A Purple Flash and the
That flexibility displayed ver(3-1 Class A Second District)
Class A Pilots were helpful as
sus Lone Oak should help the
his Tigers repaired and prepared
Tigers
Hancock
against
MURRAY TIGERS
for the postseason.
County's
defense,
which
fluctuates
Murray
111 66 76 42.295
"We needed a couple of easy games Opponents
39 35 40 18 - 132 between 6-2 and 5-2 fronts and schemes
where we could rest some people and get
its alignment based on the opponent's
MHS
Opp.
offensive
healthy; we've had a dogfight every 420
formation.
343
Rushes
Friday night until the last two weeks," 2,252
Rushing Yards
1,301
"Formation defen'se keeps you on your
57-178-7 toes and makes you be aware of • what
40-106-8
Passing
Fisher said.
Passing Yards
1.050
"We executed and we were very sharp 483
Total Yards
2.351 you're running because you have to know
2,735
early (Friday), and that's what we wanted
what they'll run against you - you'll
Individual Statistics
to do. When you play teams that aren't at
face a new defense almost every time,"
Rushing - Anthony Cogdell 180-1.216 18TD.
the same caliber you are. -if-you-can put Jon
Hedges 90-533 4TD, Jason Rhone 25- Fisher said. "We'll have to know what
them away early, you can have a fun 243 4TD, Steven Rutledge 27-138 3T0, works well against some defenses and
Anthony Schneider 13-63 TD, Mario then scheme for it."
night."
10-22, Adam French 6-17, Seth
Murray scored on its first six offensive Lawrence
Having hardly allowed the Hornet
Darnell 14-14, Yannick Jones 9-12, Taylor
possessions and collected three first-half Houston 4-10. Lorne Stanfa 1-7. Geremy offense to cross midfield while outgaininterceptions - returning one for a Harper 1-2, Justin McDowell 1-(-1), Brandon ing Hancock 258-154 Sept. 28, Murray
Wells 1-(-3), Alex Boles 5+13), Blake Hoover
touchdown courtesy of senior free safety 33+18).
expects its hosts to have revamped a passMario Lawrenee
-en route to a 294-93 Passing - Hoover 32-86-5 370 2TD, Alex . ing attack that garnered just 53 yards and
edge-in total' yardage _against Lone Oak.' Boles.5-10-2 57, French 1,1-0-30,.fidtledget), poor spedial teams play that gave Murray
1-0 -0, Cogdell 0-1-1 0.
Senior tailback- Anthony Cogdell Receiving
- Nathan Williams 18-242 3T0, good field position for most of the game.
scored three rushing touchdowns to finish Lawrence 7-92, Hedges 4-23, Rome 2-38,
"Every good team is going to fix its
the regular season with 18 TDs and 1,216 Wells 2-29, Quinton Hall 1-20, Cogdell 1-16, weaknesses,just as we are trying to cover
Schneider 1-12, Stant& 1-10 TO, Matt
yards on 180 carries as the Tigers picked Kelleher 1-10,
-the weaknesses Mayfield exposed,"
Jones 1-3, Rutledge 1+2)

Murray High vs.
Hancock County

Friday, Nov. 2
7:30 p.m.
Schafer-Glover Field
Hawesville, Ky.,

zeee4

THORNTON
TILE and
MARBLE
612 South 9th St.

753-5719

000

GO TIGERS!
TIE MINH INSIRANIZ AGENY
SINCE 1944
• Home • Auto
Business • Bonds
• Life • Annuities • Health
YOUR ONE STOP FOR ALL
LINES OF INSURANCE

FORD
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,
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MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury <=:).
753-5273 • 701 Main Street

$2•11:10 OFF

Express Care Service
Reg. Price $23.99

Free "Micro-Tunes" Radio
Purchase a professionally installed
oil change using any Valvoline®
Motor Oil and receive a
"Micro-Tunes" Radio for Free.
01Tcr end 11/4/0i
We Feature

#1 CHOICE OF
TOP MECHANICS

Express
M

102 S. 12th St.• 759-3278 • Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.,

4WD

Bel-Air Center. 753-1751
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Fisher said."We got 24 points off
(Hancock's) kicking game, so
they're trying to fix those problems.
"Crittenden should not have
beaten them. Hancock controlled
that game and beat themselves,
but they're getting better. They'll
have five starters. back that they
didn't have against us."
Fisher was also glad that his LAWRENCE
defense was able to pressure and
sack Hornet QB Jason Deck, a 6-5
senior, without using many blitzes
in the regular-season meeting.
However, thine' ii-iiie-ctianged
since then, both in personnel and
location.
"They're throwing the ball better now, and they have some linemen back that are giving (Deck)
some good pass protection,"
COGDELL
Fisher said. "We got to him the
first time, but if you give him all
day to throw, he'll hurt you.
"It helps to have played them
before, but it helps them, too.
What hurts us is the three-and-ahalf-hour bus ride; they're good at
home, and we have to plan for a
long ride up there."
Murray's last trip to Hawesville
was in the second round of the
HOOVER
1999 playoffs, when Hancock
County and Mr. 'Football QB
Travis Atwell downed the Tigers
55-14 on their way to the state
championship game.
-Fisher said that while his club
hasn't focused yet on the memory
of that contest, it shouldn't be necessary -to use recent history as
motivation.
"I think we owe them a little
payback, but (the players) aren't
WILLIAMS
talking - about it much," Fisher
tuned. "Last time we went up there, they beat us 5514, but if we can't get ready by now, we're not going
to be ready. It's win or you're out, so it's time to step
up and be accounted for."

•
tr.

41k, GOOD
P
LUCK
#24
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MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM

Murray Appliance Co.
"Your GE, Jenn Air
& Hotpoint Dealer"

Oil Change • Tune-Up • Starter • Brakes • Tires
U-Haul and Towing
Hwy. 641 South
Owner - Max McCuiston
Murray
753-9131

Shcwcase
Dealer

Best
of
Luck
Tigers!

212 E. Main St. • 753-1586
Owners - Dwight 8 Karen McDowell

4iv

Electric Power & Telecommunications

Vefore or After
The game!
DINE-IN • PICK-UP • FREE DELIVERY
804 Chestnut St.• 753-8856

Game of The Week
MHS vs. Hancock Co.
SEE THE GAME ON MES
Saturday thru Tuesday
Channel 15
2:00 & 6:00 p.m
Each Day

cask!!

Don't have MES Cable yet?
Call 753-5312 lot tree installation

NO CONTRACTS
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Jeter, Martinez save
Yankees in Game 4
three days' rest.
Sitting in the dugout, Schilling
watched it all unravel with a look of
utter disbelief as the Yankees won
their record ninth straight home game
in the Series.
NEW YORK (AP) — Derek Jeter
The defending three-time champialready saved the New York Yankees' ons will send Mike Mussina against
season in October. He might have Miguel Batista in Game 5 Thursday
saved the World Series for them in night. No matter who wins, the Series
November.
will go back to Bank One Ballpark.
Jeter homered with two outs in the
Jeter usually shines in October, and
bottom of 10th inning, celebrating with it was his incredible, backhanded flip
a two-footed jump onto the plate and that helped the Yankees avoid elimigiving New York a thrilling 4-3 win nation by Oakland in the first round.
over, the Arizona Diamondbacks.
Facing the homer-prone Kim, Jeter
The first game-ending home run_of._ sentan opposite-field drive into the seats
Jeter's career tied the Series at 2-2.
in right. The Yankees spilled out of
A game that belonged to Curt the dugout to greet him at the plate,
Schilling most of Wednesday night and Jeter hopped home as baseball's
slipped away when Tino Martinez hit first Mr. November.
a two-run homer to tie it with two
"Yeah, 1 think I broke my foot,"
outs in the ninth..
he said.
Shortly after the Yankee Stadium
The crowd, already crazed on Halscoreboard flashed, "Welcome to loween night, went wild while Jeter's
November Baseball," Jeter connected parents were hugged by everybody sitat 12:04 a.m.
ting near them in the stands.
"We always feel as though we have
"Surprising things happen," Yankees
a chance to win a game," Jeter said. manager Joe Torre said. "Yet, when
"When you get to the postseason, you you think about it, it doesn't surprise
can throw everything out that you've you, because this ballclub never quits."
done in the regular season."
It was the first time in World Series
Martinez and Jeter both homered history that a team tied a game with
off Byung-Hyun Kim. The Diamond- a ninth-inning homer and won with a
backs' closer came on in the eighth homer in extra innings, according to
to relieve Schilling, pitching on only the Elias Sports Bureau.

II Homers help
NY. escape 3-1
hole; tie Series 2-2

Schilling, moved up by rookie manager Bob Brenly, did everything Arizona could have asked. But when Kim
relieved, the game turned spooky for
his team.
"We had a lead, we had six outs
left to go in the ballgame," Brenly
said. "That's the way we hoped it
would work out. Unfortunately, it did-'
n't."
Mariano Rivera broke three bats in
a perfect 10th inning for the win.
A sellout crowd of 55,863 that included Mr. October — Reggie Jackson —
turned quiet in the. ninth inning with
the Yankees in trouble.
Kim, who struck out the side in
the eighth, gave up a one-out single
to Paul O'Neill in the ninth before
striking out Bernie Williams.
Martinez, hitless in nine Series atbats, launched a drive over the center-field fence to tie it. The fans. roared,
and several Yankees jumped over the
railing in front of the dugout to celebrate.
"We knew we had our work cut
out for us," Martinez _said.
Biti Kostroun/AP Photo

KEY BLAST...New York's Tino
Martinez hits a two-run home
run in the ninth inning to tie
the score against the Arizona
Diamondbacks in Game 4 of the
World Series at Yankee Stadium:.

Taking the lead...
MSU veterans will show
leadership with experience
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
There's no substitute for experience.
But you don't have to tell that
to a now-veteran group of Murray State basketball players —
they already know it.
Six first-year players took their
lumps a year ago during a sometimes trying season that ended with
a 17-12 record and a secondplace finish in the Ohio Valley
Conference regular-season standings.
The 2000-01 season marked
the first time in
eight years that
Racers
the
failed to win a
regular-season
title.
league
Murray's string
Racers
of II 'straight
vs.
EA All-Stars appearances in
the OVC TourSat., 7 p.m.
nament championship game was also broken
with a semifinal loss to eventual tournament champ Eastern Illinois.
However, the Racers' core
returnees are ready to make
amends for last season.
"I'm the only person on the
team —that's ever been to the
(NCAA) Tournament, and I want
to help this team get back there,"
said senior guard Justin Burdine,
MSU's leading returning scorer
at 15.3 points per game.
"The reason I came to this
school is because of the (winnine. tradition we have here, and
I don't want to be the one that
lets the tradition die. So it's a
big motivational factor for me:"
Burdine will be the player
most looked to by head coach
Tevester Anderson to fill a leadership void left with the loss of
the Racers' lone senior — allconference forward Isaac Spencer,
who was Murray's leading scor-

File Photo

SENIOR INFLUENCE...As one of only three seniors on
this year's Racer squad, Justin Burdine will look to fill
the leadership void left by forward Isaac Spencer.
er last year at 21.6 ppg. and the
squad's unquestioned go-to guy.
The 6-6 Spencer — one of
the most decorated and beloved players in MSU hoops history
--- rarely failed when called upon.
But it was the youthful Racers'
dependence on their star player
that may have hurt them in the
long run.
"Ike was- a good person and
a tremendous player, and he did
a lot of good things for us," said
junior forward Antione Whelchel,

who was Murray's leading
rebounder as a first-year sophomore in 2000-01."But we depended .on.. him a, little „too much.
This Year, we have more than,
one person who can score."
One of those scorers is 6-6
junior guard Chris Shumate, who
is one of the Racers' best perimeter shooters but needs to "shoot
the ball more," according to
Anderson.
"He (Anderson) told me to
just shoot the ball, but I was a

little hesitant about doing that
last year," said Shumate, who
averaged 12.9 ppg. and was a
45-percent (51-of-120) shooter
from 3-point range last season.
"But that's what I'm going to
do this year."
Perhaps the most criticized
newcomer from a year ago was
5-11 point guard Kevin Paschel,
who showed flashes of his vast
potential but unnerved fans at
times with erratic play.
But after a year in the MSU
system, Paschel said he is more
focused on his role and is ready
to assume a leadership role on
the team.
"I felt like that didn't have
much success last year and that
I didn't do my job, and our fans
kind of got on to me for that,"
Paschel explained. "I was just
looking to find my role last year,
but now I know what my role
is and .I'm more settled.
"Now, I just want to play my
game and help make everybody
else better."
Meshing their talents with
returning starters Cuthbert Victor
and Andi Hornig and a host of
newcomers will be a challenge
for the Racer foursome.
The four newcomers include
junior-college transfers Antonio
Henderson, Rashard Harris and
Rick Jones at guard and juco
forward James Singleton.
According to Burdine, the abilities and work ethic from the
Racers' new blood has provided
a welcome change on. the -prac.tice floor this offseason. .
"It's a little bit different knowing that my job's in jeopardy,"
he explained. "Everybody's battling one another for a starting
spot. You just can't go out there
and go through the motions anymore ... I think this team is a
little bit closer and a little bit
better than it was last year."

DMT Furniture

CobZ

NOW IN MURRAY

Delivery

1

Saturdays Restaurant 753-3406 or Cracker Barrel 762-0081

ay

Custom Made

in practice, he said.
"We're not conditioned to play
this style of play, so when fatigue
set in, you saw all our bad habits,"
Pitino, 352-124 in 16 seasons is
a college coach.
Louisville's swarming defensive
11 first-halt
traps generated
turnovers. Louisville's 3-point
shooting, another Pitino trademark,
wasn't as good, as the Cardinals
went I-for-11 from 3-point range
in the opening half. They finished
5-for-26.
"If they didn't take it, I'd, be
very upset with them." Pitino said.
"The fact that ihey kept firing —
they'll make it. We've become a
very good shooting team. It's just,
we were tired.
"The only time I'd be upset is
if they'd stop shooting. The fact
we were getting so many open 3s
meant we were doing a good job
of fatiguing our opponent."

Ducks Unlimited Banquet
Saturday Nov. 3rd
Knights of Columbus Hall
Squire Road offJohnny Robinson

Rd.

Doors open at 5:30
Dinner served at 6 p.m.
Auction at 7 p.m.
Auction items: wood deco:vs, outdoor prints guns. and more
.to be sold to the highest bidder.
Tickets call Charlie McKenney at 753-8964

Kopperud Realty's

OPEN HOUSES
Sunday, November 4 • 2-4 p.m.

1302 Larkspur

.0

PIP*

4.,

A Accessories
*11

Come see our couches, chairs, bedroom suites.
Check out our great prices on new mattresses & box springs.
Now taking consignment merchandise gr buying used furniture.
944 S. 12th

LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)— Rick
Pitino made his Louisville_ debut
a winning one.
He hollered, paced, yanked players out of the game for 'making
mistakes and vigorously applauded when they did something right
in Louisville's 81-63 exhibition
victory over EA Sports on Wednesday night.
Hired in March to replace Denny
Crum, Pitino was 'coaching a college game for the first time since
his Kentucky team lost to Arizona
in the 1997 NCAA championship
game.
The Cardinals opened a double-digit lead in the first 15 minutes, using the same frenetic style
Pitino used to restore the Wildcats to a national power in the
1990s.
But his players couldn't keep
up the fast pace, and reverted back
to mistakes they've been making

1317 Oakhill Dive

jt

New * Used * Consignment Furniture

Available Daily 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
1. Call restaurant with your order.
2. Call "the bri'z" at 753-briz (2749).
3. Eat

Cards earn win in
Pitino's debut 81-63

St., Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.(Next to Murray Sewing Cir.) 767-9100

Campbell Estates Subdivision
Campbell Estates Subdivision
Formal living & dining rooms Newly built 3 Br.. 2.5 bath home with
with 12 ft. ceilings. Tray ceilings in open, spacious floor plan plus over 600
master bedroom,jacuzzi in master sq. ft. upstairs rea0y to finish out.
bath, white kitchen cabinets. Security system,3car garage, hardwood
Bonus room with bath on 2nd floors, beautifally decorated & landfloor. $169,900. MLS #3002278
scaped lawn. $194,500. MIS #3002128 -

711 Main St.
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Racers eliminate Martin 4-1
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MARTIN, Tenn. — The Murray State
women's soccer team rallied from a 1-0 deficit
to defeat Tennessee-Martin 4-1 Wednesday and
knock the %hawks out of the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournameni. picture. — • - •
After Christina Moore scored in the 1 I th
minute on a shot from 25 yard out on an

Emily Schaller put Murray up 3-1 in the
assist from Sherrie Weeks for UT-Martin (414 overall, 1-4 OVC), the Racers ended the seventh minute of the second half on a pass
Skyhawks' season with a pair of goals in the from Lauren McAdams. Abbie Perez's goal
off Shelley Corwin's cross closed the scoring
next seven minutes.
The Racers will visit regular-season OVC
MSU (8-7-2, 2-2), which outshot the home
Southeast Missouri State Sunday at
champion
Reedy
Theresa
when
game
team 21-5, tied the
put -baCk:a deflection by SkOacvk gcralkeep--- '2 p.m.' in Cape Girardeau before beginning
er Caryn Schueffler and took the lead on Lind- conference tournament play Nov. 9-11 in Cape
Girardeau.
sey Gustafson's shot at the I8-minute mark.

Hoop Fest slate set MSU aces Tigers
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
DFtAFFENVILLE, Ky. — Advance ticket sales begin today for
the Marshall County Hoops Fest Dec. 7-8 at Reed Conder Memorial Gymnasium.
Seventeen current NCAA Division I men's basketball players
participated in this boys' basketball showcase last year at Massac
County (111.). Several college coaches also attended the event.
The Murray High Tigers will kick off the 12-game Hoops Fest
Dec. 7 at 5 p.m. versus Egyptian (III.). The rest of the Dec. 7 slate
features Graves County against Franklin (Tenn.) at 6:30 p.m., Webster County versus Lafayette (Ind.) Catholic at 8 p.m. and Oak Hill
Academy (Va.) against Chicago Crane at 9:30 p.m.
Play resumes Dec. 8 with Fulton City against Martin (Tenn.)
Westview at 9 a.m., Obion County (Tenn.) versus Massac County
at 10:30 a.m.. Lexington Catholic against Chicago Julian at noon
and a girls' game between Marshall County and Lexington Catholic
at 1:30 p.m.
Following a 3-point contest at 3 p.m.. the event will conclude
as Marshall County takes on Bartlett (Tenn.) at 5 p.m., Paducah
Tilghman meets Evansville (Ind.) Mater Dei at 6:30 p.m., Glasgow
faces South Fulton (Term.) at 8 p.m. and Louisville Male squares
off against Oak Hill Academy at 9:30 p.m. before the 11 p.m.
slam-dunk contest.
For more information or for tickets, call 1-866-HOT-HOOP. Tickets may also be purchased at the Marshall County Chamber of
Commerce in Draffenville.'

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

s14.95
(*On most cars & trucks)

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires)

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606

•
•
•

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The
Murray State women's volleyball
pounded Tennessee State for a
three-game sweep in Ohio - Valley Conference action Tuesday at
Kean Hall.
Lindy Northcutt and Kim Cappa
both recorded double-doubles as
the Racers (7-18 overall, 5-9
OVC) routed the host Tigers (418, 0-12) 30-16, 30-13, 30-23.
TSU registered 10 team blocks
to Murray's one, but managed a
.010 attack percentage while MSU
went .280 at the net.
Northcutt posted 11 kills and
14 digs to go along- with her
match-high five service aces while

Cappa added 10 kilts and 12—
digs for the Racers.
Murray State also received II
kills from Jessica Wood, nine
kills from Trena Fish and six
kills from Sara Schmitt, who
nothced a match-best .455 attack
percentage.
Chrissy Dabbert passed out 17
assists as Meesa Olah and Casandra Ersel each dished out 14
while Eleanor Reed collected 11
digs and Kristen Jones eight.
LaKeshia Brown's seven kills
and eight digs paced the Tigers
while Kristen King had 16 assists.
The Racers will return to OVC
play Friday at Morehead State
at 6 p.m. and Saturday at Eastern Kentucky at I p.m.

elegant
gifts from
around
the world

Aurora. KY
Ilwy 68 near Kentucky Lake

Open at 5pm

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. —ale
Murray State women's 'golf team
finished in third place out of 10
teams at the Precept Intercollegiate Tuesday at Clarksville Country Club.
The Lady Racers shot a 36hole team score of 655 in the
final event of the fall. season.
Bradley won the two-day meet
with a 636, followed by Xavier
at 648.
Cuyler Hedley paced MSU by
tying for fifth place in a field of
50 golfers with a total of 162
(78-84).
Other !op finishers for Murray
were Kristen Margherio, who tied
for ninth at 163 (83-80), Kelly
Wren, who took 13th place at164
(81-83), Stephanie Baskey who
tied for 17th at 166 (85-81) and
Megan Rees, who tied- for 29th
at 174 (87-87).

Men's Golf
CLARKSVILLE,Tenn. — Murray State closed the fall portion
of its 2001-02 schedule with a sixthplace finish in the nine-team Precept Intercollegiate Tuesday at
Clarksville Country Club.
Paced by Mat! Stark's finish in
a tie for 11th place in the 45golfer field, the Racers carded a
36-hole team score of 631 for the
two-day tournament.
Samford won the event with a
605, followed by host Austin Peay
State at 609, Xavier (Ohio) at 610,
Tennessee Tech at 619 and Indiana-Purdue-Indianapolis at 622.
Stark fired rounds of 75 and
79 to shoot a 154, while Blake
Darnell posted a 157 (80-77) to
tie for 21st place. Brandon Henson tied for 26th ,at 159 (77-82).
Alex Sundsten came in tied for
29th at 161 (77-84) as Kyle Congdon 'finished 45th with, -a 170
(86-84).

charbroiled
steaks
prime rib
lobster tail

Five festive dining rooms
seating up to 85 or a total of 200!
_openings almost any night --Dee 1-21
Call Carol soon — She'll fit you in!

call 270-474-2774

Do you have a CD or IRA maturing?
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NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
PcL
L
W
1.000
2 0
New Jersey
1.000
0
1
Miami
1.000
0
1
New York
1.000
Orlando
0
1
.500
1
1
Boston
_000
1
0
Philadelphia
.000
1
0
Washington
Central Division
Pct.
L
W
1.000
0
1
Charlotte
1.000
0
1
Milwaukee
1
1
.500
Indiana
.000
0 .. 1
Atlanta
.000
1
0
Chicago
MO
1
0
Detroit
- .000
2
0
Cleveland
.000
2
0
Toronto
Today's Games
Washington at Atlanta, 6:30 P.m.
Detroit at Memphis, 7 p.m.
Dallas at Philadelphia, 7 p.m.
L.A. Clippers at Houston, 7:30 p.m.
L.A. Lakers at Utah, 8 p.m.
Milwaukee at Denver, 8 p.m.
San Antonio at Seattle, 9 p.m.
Phoenix at Golden State, 9:30 p.m.

GB
—
05
0.5
0.5
1
1.5
1.5
GB
—
—
0.5
1
1
1
1.5
1.5

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L
PcL
1
0 1.000
Dallas
1.000
0
1
Denver
1.000
0
1
Houston
0
1
1.000
Minnesota
1.000
0
1
San Antonio
.000
0 0
Memphis
.000
1
0
Utah
Pacific Division
Pct.
L
W
1.000
0
1
L.A. Lakers
0 '1.000
1
Sacramento
500
1
1
Portland
000
1
0
Golden Stale
000
1
0
L.A Clippers
.000
1
0
Phoenix
000
1
0
Seattle

GB
—

0.5
1
GB

05

Friday's Games
Orlando at Indiana. 6 p.m.
Dallas at Toronto, 6 p.m.
Chicago at Boston, 630 p.m.
Cleveland at Miami, 6:30 p.m.
New York at Charlotte, 6- 30 p.m
Memphis at Minnesota, 7 p m
New Jersey at Detroit, 7 p.m
Phoenix at L.A Lakers, 930 pm

The Murray High School Diamond Club will hold a meeting today at 6 p.m
in the MHS cafeteria. All parents of Tiger baseball players interested in playing this year are encouraged to attend. For more information, call 753-9388.
The Calloway County High School Backboard Club will hold a meeting today
at 7 p.m. in the CCHS cafeteria. Topics to be discussed include "Meet the
Lakers" and other projects. All parents of Laker basketball players are encouraged to attend.

CIIRISTMAS PARTIES!

•
•

Sponsored by Stuart Alexander

SportsBriefs
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•
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Lady Racers third; men sixth

....We're Getting
Back To Business

ant
fats-we-

A HUNDRED FOR ONE...Jerrell Mullins (kneeling) earned
$100 and a hole-in-one trophy when he aced the 18th
hole during Tuesday's Senior Day Tournament at Sullivan's Par-3 Golf and Sports Center. Playing partners
(standing, from left) Jerry lambert, Ernest Curd, Jim
Weaver and Ed Shinners witnessed Mullins' hole-in-one.

•
•

www.brasslanternrestaurant.com
reservation hotline
1-800-474-2770

HENDERSON, Tenn. — Former Calloway County standout Tiffany Lassiter
will begin her sophomore season with the Freed-Hardeman women's basketball
team Tuesday when the Lady Lions host Lambuth at the FHU Sports Center
Lassiter. a 5-11 forward, and the Lady Lions went 27-10 last year and
advanced to the Sweet 16 in making their sixth consecutive appearance in the
NAIA national tournament.
Photographs, computer disks and other information provided to The Murray
Ledger & Times sports department may be picked up following publication at
the Ledger office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. For more information, call 753-1916.

A NEW DAY IS DAWNING AT HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL BANK
A new day of banking, that is! Hopkinsville Federal Bank will now be open each

locations except our downtown Hopkinsville office. • We're there when you need

Saturday morning from 9 a.m. till noon for your banking convenience. •

us at Hopkinsville Federal Bank. And isn't that what neighbors are for?

Sometimes it's difficult to get to the bank during the week-day working hours, so

HOPKINSVILLE EDERi

beginning on November 3 we're now offering extended hours on Saturday at all our

BANK

HOPKINSVILLE •CIMMID• CADIZ • ELKTON
.10f0I1•11,'OK • 10u. 4041..
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am age 80 and
for seven years have taken Atentolol
for an irregular heartbeat and occasional palpitations. When I joined an
HMO last year, I had a cardiogram
that revealed a pulse rate of 36. My
doctor subsequently reduced my
dosage of medication and told me not
to worry as long as I have no symptoms of faintaess and unsteadiness
After a brisk 45-minute walk, my pulse diagnosed me with GERD and given
rate is only 44, but I feel great. Am I me antacids. What is this?
DEAR READER: This is a question
getting the best advice?
DEAR READER: I tend to take a that you should ask your physician. If
"hands off" approach in treating the doc is going to diagnose an ailelderly patients. They often do not tol- ment, the least he can do is explain it
erate medicine well, and I believe that to you and offer treatment. Frankly,
"less is more" when it comes to older I'm amazed at how often physicians
provide an unintelligible diagnosis,
people who have no symptoms.
explanation — or, at least,
Without knowing the details of your without
translation.
heart condition, I cannot offer an opinMy favorite example of this
ion about the appropriateness of your
therapy. Conceivably, you could have occurred during my residency, when
a serious form of cardiac irregularity, the chief doctor "explained" to a noncalled "sick sinus syndrome" (alter- English speaking patient that he had
nating rapid and slow pulse rates), Idiopathic Hypertrophic Subaortic
but, in the absence of symptoms, this Stenosis (an unusual heart condition).
There was no explanation. Zip. The
is probably unlikely.
Therefore, I conclude that your doc- guy was sent home in a state of total
the
tor is probably on the money by reduc- confusion. I followed him out of
ing your medicine and cautioning you clinic and attempted, through an
about symptoms of an abnormal car- interpreter, to resolve the situation.
diac output. Make sure that you Fortunately, I was successful. Could
schedule periodic visits with him and, this be the reason that I have gravitatif there is any change in your health ed to writing a medical column?
Perhaps. But enough.
status, notify him immediately.
Gastro-esophageal reflux disease
Your situation reminds me of an 85year-old woman I first examined 10 (GERD) is a common and annoying
years ago for a slow pulse. She was ailment caused by inappropriate backtaking several medications (pre- wash of stomach acid (called.reflux)
scribed by her previous physician) up into the esophagus. It is often seen
and I had trouble figuring out what in the presence of hiatal hernia, a
weakness of the muscular ring that
was going on. With her enthusiastic acts
as a valve between the stomach
endorsement, I began slowly eliminat- and the esophagus. Symptoms include
ing her drugs. The whole process took heartburn, indigestion, bloating, gas,
about four months. Since then, her chest pressure and cough. The condipulse has stabilized at about 70, she is tion is more prevalent in older
off all medications, tells me that she patients.
never felt better in her life and is lookAntacids, by neutralizing the causing forward to her 100th birthday. This
gastric secretions, often help
approach isn't right for everybody, but tic
symptoms,
but may not completely
if your doctor is willing to work with
Other therapy
the
problem.
solve
you, I say go for it.
includes medication to reduce the
To give you related information, I production of stomach acid (Pepcid,
am sending you a copy of my Health
Prilosec, Prevacid and others), changReport "Understanding Heart ing eating patterns (remaining
Disease." Other readers who would
upright for at least 30 minutes after
like a copy should send $2 plus a long, eating), and - in severest cases self-addressed, stamped envelope to surgery to repair the hernia.
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
Follow your doctor's advice — and
New York, N.Y. 10156. Be sure to menmake absolutely sure that he provides
tion the title.
it in understandable terms.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My doctor has
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Assn
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DEAR ABBY: The letter from -A
Teen Needing to Talk in Ohio,"
asking parents to listen to their
children, motivates me to share my
experience.
When I was in high school, I suffered severe depression and insomnia. I knew I needed help, so every
once in a while I'd ask my parents if
I could get counseling. When I
would tell them how suicidal I was
feeling, they'd say, "Oh, it's just a
teen-age problem." Or, "Give it
some time. You11 get over it." Those
were the only responses I got.
The strange behavior that
resulted from my depression finally
made my parents suspect that I was
using drugs. They searched my
room and read my diaries, which
only furthered my paranoia and
depression, because I was clean. In
my warped'state of mind, I was convinced that suicide was the only
way out. I am sad to admit it, but
that's what finally caught my parents' attention.
We could have saved thousands
of dollars in hospital bills, unbelievable amounts of pain and years off
my recovery if they had only listened to me in the first place!
My parents are not horrible
people. They love me dearly. They
explain now that they didn't know
what to do with a depressed child
and were in denial from the beginning about my problems.
I hope parents who see themselves in this letter will be motivated to help their children. And for
kids in my situation: If your parents
won't listen, talk to your teachers,
your family doctor, or the parents of
one of your friends. Just make sure
you get help. You are worth it.
BETTER, NOT B1111.11
DEAR BETTER: If there is
one complaint that tops the list
of those I receive from teenagers, it's that their parents
don't take the time to listen, or
take their problems seriously.
Your letter carries an important message. We are living in
particularly stressful times, and
parents should be especially
concerned about the effect that
recent events are having on
their children. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: A teen-ager wrote
to plead with parents to listen to
their children.
Two or three years ago, there
was a sermon at my church on the
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LOOKING BACK

subject of parents listening. During
this sermon, our priest read a poem
that touched me. After the service I
asked if I could get a copy. I'm
pleased to share it with you and
your readers. The author is
unknown:.
-Take a moment to listen today
"To what your children are
trying to say.
"Listen today, whatever you do,
"Or they won't be there to listen
to you.
"Listen to their problems, listen
to their needs;
"Praise their smallest triumphs,
praise their smallest deeds.
"Tolerate their chatter, amplify
their laughter,
"Find out what's the matter, find
out what they're after —
"But tell them that you love
them,every single night,
"And though you scold them, be
sure you hold them tight;
"Tell them,'Everything's all
right —
"Tomorrow's looking bright!'
"Take a moment to listen today
"To what your children are
trying to say.
"Listen today, whatever you do,
"And they will come back to
listen to you."
Thanks, Abby. I read your
column every day.
kJ.IN CALIFORNIA
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CONTRACT BRIDGE

1 Optimistic
5 Casual
farewell
8 Longings
12 Dairy-case
item
13 Physicist's
particle
14 Novelist
Seton
15 Without
to stand
on
16 Haul
17 Will-o'-the18 How-to book
20 Puts up with
22 Map abbr.
23 Martini
ingredient
24 Deposed
27 Motor
31 Plato's H
32 Left in a
hurry
33 Sums up
37 Kissed
quickly

leader
41 Slippery fish
42 Baroque
style
45 Salem's
state
49 Arthur of
tennis
50 Summit
52 Diva Gluck
53 Botch
54 Holbrook or
Roach
55 Dogsled
pullers
56 Caesar's
garb
57 Jacques'
vacation time
58 Desiccated

2
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1 Wander
2 Earthenware
Pot
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6 Second
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I TODAY IN HISTORY

DOWN

116

MAT'S PUMPKIN!!!

TVA recently completed construction of large new substations at Hardin and Coldwater at a cost of
nearly S450,000.
Murray High School Tigers won
40 to 0 over Hopkinsville in a football game.
Fifty years ago
Jean Ryan. William Foy, James
Shell, Gene Woods, Auburn Wells,
John Purdom, Ralph Boyd, Terry
Grant. John T. Murdock and Robert
White are students from Calloway'
County enrolled for the fall semester at University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Mrs. Gene Jones and Mrs. Vernon Butterworth presented a lesson
on "Meal Planning" at a meeting of
the Lynn Grove Homemakers Club
at the home of Mrs. Hansford
Doron.

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Nov. 1, the
305th day of 2001. There are 60
East dealer.
To solve problems of this type, days, left in the year. This is All
Both sides vulnerable.
you start by recognizing that it Saints Day.
NORTH
makes no difference which card
Today's Highlight in History:
+72
you play if West has the A-Q (or
On Nov. I, 1870, the U.S.
'5
even if East has the A-Q). The only Weather Bureau made its first me•J 9 7 4 2
two cases that matter are those teorological observations.
+A Q J 64
where West has the ace and East
On this date:
WEST
EAST
the queen, or West the queen and
In 1950, two Puerto Rican na# Q 86 5
# A 1094
East the ace. In these cases, your
tried to force their way
tionalists
Q 9 86 2
AKJ 103 decision is crucial.
House in Washington to
into
Blair
•—
•6 5
Making the right choice is not
4K 10 9 7
+83
a matter of luck, however. The assassinate President Truman. The
SOUTH
correct play is the king. Why? Be- attempt failed, and one of the pair
4KJ3
cause you can't make the contract was killed.
V 74
In 1952, the United States exunless the club finesse succeeds,
•A K Q 1083
and once you assume that West ploded the first hydrogen bomb at
+52
has the king ofclubs,it follows that Eniwetok in the Marshall Islands.
East
South
West
North East is highly likely to have the ace
In 1973, following the "Saturday
1
2•
4V
5•
of spades for his opening bid.
Night Massacre," Acting Attorney
Opening lead — six of hearts.
The principle that applies here General Robert H. Bork appointed
Assume you get to five dia, occurs in many deals. As a de- Leon Jaworski
to be the new Wamonds on the bidding shown and clarer, you must sometimes make
tergate
special
prosecutor,
succeedWest leads a heart. East wins with an assumption that a particular
ing
Archibald
Cox.
the king and returns the four of defender has a specific card, beIn 1979, former first lady Maspades. Should you play the jack cause to assume otherwise would
or the king from your hand?
mean -giving up on -making tire __titre Eisenhower died in WashingOf course, with all four hands contract. Your assumption that ton. D.C., at age 82.
in view, it is easy to see that the West has the king of clubs might
Ten years ago: Clarence Thomas
king is the winning play. But in turn out to be wrong, but if pro- took his place as the newest justice
real life, where you see only the ceeding on that assumption offers on the Supreme Court. The opening
North-South cards, you have quite the only realistic chance for the session of the Middle East peace
a probitm deciding which card to contract, you are playing bridge conference recessed in Madrid,
play at this point.
the way it should be played.
Spain.
Five years ago: Accused of pedTomorrow: Bidding quiz.
dling access to the Oval Office,
President Clinton demanded an end
to what he called the "escalating
arms race" for political money. Bob
Dole countered with his own solutions to what he called "a growing
CROSSWORDS
scandal" of Democratic financial
sins.
40 Long March
ACROSS

:2

Lei*
wLa. 4*1
•444

Mr. and Howard Beth. a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. John Morgan and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Scott, Oct. 25;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vied
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Henderson, Oct. 26.
Mr. and Mrs. Burie Harrison
were married 50 years Oct. 29.
Forty years ago
The silica sand mining operations of Murray Sand Company
were taken over today by Crounse
Corp. of Paducah, according to Tat
Ezell, president of the Murray Sand
Company.
To increase the power supply for
West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation for distribution to its members in Callowayp,
Graves and Marshall Counties,

The Inevitable Conclusion

1:RU

DID THE GREAT SQUASH
EVER SNOW UP?

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Brett
Miles and his Elvis impression who
won first place in an employee costume contest at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital on Halloween.
Also pictured are Debbie Vance and
Janie Vance.
'Lavelle Bucy Curd wav pittuird
Oct. 28 standing by her newly constructed embankment with pipe outlet sediment structure that was installed for erosion control below a
grass waterway near New Concord.
Births reported include a girl to
Donna and Ronnie Boyd and a girl
to Kimberly and Steve Alien, Oct.
27.
Twenty years ago
Published on Oct. 28 were a feature story and picture about District
Judge Sid Easley who will leave the
bench after 12 years of service. The
story was by Staff Writer Phyllis J.
Osborne.
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 28 to 6 over Webster
County in a football game to win
the District I, Region II Class AAA
crown with a 5-0 record. The team's
overall record is 8-2.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Parrish Elliott,
Sept. 26; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Higdon. Oct. 3.
Thirty years ago'
The move to the new building
for Murray High School will begin
Nov. 2; according to Principal Eli
Alexander. The MHS Tigers won
to 14 over Russellville Panthers
in a football game.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Hill. a boy to

11
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060

Notice

COUNTY TAXPAYER'S NOTICE.
The 2001 County tax bills are now due and payable. If you do not
receive your bill in the next few days, please contact the County
Sheriff's Office. When mailing in your payment, please include your
copy of the tax bill or put the bill number on your check. If you wish
a paid receipt returned to you, please enclose a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The following are the collection dates:
2% Discount November 30, 2001
Face Amount December 31. 2001
5'4 Penalty January 31, 2002
10e4 Penalty February 1st & thereafter
Important Note:
Payments made during 10% penalty period but prior to the sheriff's delinquent tax claim sale are subject to an additional 10% sheriff's fee. In addition to the 10';', penalty, payments made after the
sheriff's delinquent tax claim sale are subject to a 20% county attorney's fee and a 10% clerk's fee

Veteran's Day
November I I
Join us and our readers in saluting the brave
men and women who have fought for and
served our great nation

Cost is $10.00 per veteran.
6 line inaximum with one person per picture.
8 line maximum without a picture.
Deadline for entries will be

Tues., Nov. 6 at 5 p.m.
I St Sgt. Gary Stidam

I.

Your courage and heroism are
remembered by all who knew you.
We miss you.
Love,

Kathy
" MURRAY

LEDGER & TIMES
Contact Kathy or Tammy for more information at

(270) 753-1916

STEVE VIDMER

Notice

Attorney at Law

304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(270) 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

AMERICAN
HARVEST
ANTIQUES

BANKRUPTCY

632 N. 6th St..

No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

Paducah, KY

Card

of

TltankJ

Card of Thanks
from thefamily of Flossie Sir;ith
Clay Smith, his son William C. Smith and wife Glad'.
of Clearwater, Florida. and his daughter .Gail and
husband Ted Wilson of Florissant. Mis.couri want to
thank all the,friends and extended family for all their
loving care and concern shown us and our wife and
mother over the past months. Our heartfelt thanksfor
their prayers, the visits. the.floral arrangements, and
the food so generously given. A special thanks to the
Kirsker United Methodist Church for the bountiful
meal provided following the funeral, and the lovely
hymns sung by the choir Thanks also to the staff of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Extended Care
Unit for their TLC. Our deep appreciation to
Reverend Kendrick Lewis for being there whenever
needed and to Reverend Lewis and Reverend Dan
Leslie for lifting oar hearts at the celebration of our
wife and mother'. life. We were blessed to have her so
many years. We ask Gods blessing on all as we continue life's journey.
,

Holiday Open Hour

Sat., Nov. 3rd
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sun.. Nov. 4th
Noon - 4 p.m.
2704424852
DISNEY Vacation 7 days.
6 nights at Ramada. Good
for 1 year Sacrifice $199
270-846-8073.
Hunters Paradise Wildlife
Refuge_ 300 Acres. groups
welcome 270-489-2116 If
no answer leave message
MRS ANN'S PSYCHIC
READINGS
Advice on all matters of
life. Tells Past, Present &
Future 270-767-0508

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
PHOTOGRAPHER
Photography by
P Lynn Rogers
16 years service
753-1001

Contact Kathy or Tammy for more information.

40% Discount 3rd Run.
tAll 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Dan Period
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Articles For Sate

010

270-753-1916

$7.00 Column Inch, 60e, Discount 2nd Run,

LOST male yellow Lab
Goes by the name of Henry. Call 759-9215
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

CLERICAL position, Mu ray area Computer experience required. Pay based
upon experiences Fax resume to 444-0389 or call
767-1319.

445

320

Apartments For Rent

450

330
340

Rooms For Rent

455

Acreage

Houses For Rent

460

360

Storage Rentals

470

Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV's

370

Commercial Property

480

Auto Parts

380

Pets & Supplies

485

390

Livestock & Supplies

490

Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars

400

Yard Sales

495

Vans

410

Public Sale

500

Used Trucks

425

Land For Rent or Lease

510

Campers

430

Real Estate

520

Boats & Motors

435

Lake Property

530

Services Offered

440

Lots For Sale

560

Free Column

Computers

Articles
For Sale

HIRING Part-time Machinist and tool maker. Contact us at 753-3531

KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
AMD computers $699
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service.
On 121S.
436-5933.

STORAGE Buildings buil
on site. Lowest price in
area.. Call 437-4877
STRAW for sale
$2.00 bale
759-4718 Night
753-4582 Day
TROY built chipper/ vac
Excellent condition $550
753-0430
TWO Twister racing gocarts. Call 753-7478 after
6pm.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE

romt
•

Assistant Managers

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

Shift Supervisors

FOR SALE

Must be able to work nights and
weekends! Benefits available! Apply in
person at location in Murray at
12th & Chestnut or call
our hotline number at
800-801-1248.
Fax resume to:
901-387-0638.

EOE

150

L120
Help Wanted

RESTAURANT
manager needed.
Sonic Of Murray is now
LOCAL Medical Office take applications for
looking for Data Entry/ Re- shift managers. Prior
Just give us a call, we'll ceptionist. General office restaurant management
be glad to help,
duties. Must be mature in- experience
preferred.
Your loved one we'll
dividual with a eye for deMust be able to work
try to find,
tail. Insurance knowledge days, nights. & week'Cause we all have Furry extremely helpful. Send re- ends. Pay rate will be deor Feathered Friends,
sume with references to:
pendent on previous
Here at the
management experience.
P.O Box 1040-A
Ledger & Times.
Apply in person or send
Murray, KY. 42071
PART-TIME office assis- resume to Sonic Drive-in
Call 753-1916
tant needed in local tax 217 S. 12th St. Murray,
Ky 42071. No phone
practice Experience pre060
ferred. Send resume: PO calls please.
Help Wanted
Box 1040-C, Murray, KY.
SMART MOMS
42071
WORK FROM HOME
Mail Order
THIS ONE WORKS!
1-800-429-7902
SONIC Drive-In of Murray is now taking applications for crew memInternational sales leader offers career
bers for all shifts. No
phone calls please. Appositions. Earn S38-S45K with full benefits
ply in person at Sonic
Expense paid classroom training.
Drive-in 217 S. 12th St.
Murray.
CALL TODAY & TOMORROW
WE are currently accept10:30 A.M. - 6:00 P.M. 759-5910
ing applications for 3rd
Ask For Doug Smith
shift manufacturing supervisor and for clerical openE0E/MF
ings. Candidate must possess GED or HS diploma
ARE you presently an AsContact People Plus Inc
DRIVER TRAINEES
sistant Manager or Shift
Mayfield
NEEDED NOW!
Supervisor in the restauat 270-251-3111
Need a great career?
rant business?
EEOC
Werner needs entry-level
Do you feel you have the
WENDY'S
truck drivers. No expericapability to manage your
Now accepting applica
ence necessary. Earn
own restaurant, but have
lions for Managers &
$700+ per week plus benbeen held back from adAssistant Managers
efits No CDL? No Probvancing your career?
Competitive pay &
lem! CDL training is now
If you answered yes to the
benefit package
available in your area
above questions, then it's
Send i;esume to.
1-800-242-7364_
time for a change
Wendy's
We are a forty year old
1111 Chestnut St.
company operating twen- CHEROKEE HIIs Steak
Murray KY 42071
ty-nine KFC restaurants in House seeking experiFor more information call
Alabama, Mississippi, Ten- enced servers, kitchen
270-559-1862
nessee, and Kentucky. We help and hostesses. Must
offer our managers com- be able to work Thurs-Sat.
petitive salaries, 401K with afternoons & evenings.
up to 25% match, Bonus For interview call Patty at
Domestic& Chadors
compensation,
Blue 270-436-5566
Cross/Blue Shield Insur- Tues-Sat. llam-3pm
PART-TIME sitter needed
ance, paid vacation, paid
or Elderly woman Call
relocation, drug-free work- DATA
entry
person 759-2599 anytime. Serious
place, Prescription Drug needed._ with
Access offers only
card, Dental insurance. skills that would be comRESPONSIBLE 15 year
Cafeteria Plan and back- fortable using the teleold will do babysitting after
ground screening
phone to collect/ reschool and on weekends
Send resumes to
search information from
Call 759-9215 Have referPhillip Marshall
a variety of sources. Exences
P.0 Box 40250
perience with building
WILL DO GENERAL
Tuscaloosa, Al. 35404
material items and labor
HOUSE CLEANING
cost is a plus. Also acCall Linda 759-9553
CLEANUP
Technician cepting resumes for tele
WILL do Housecleaning
wanted Full time Monday phone
salespersons
753-3802
-Friday Duties included marketing PowerClaim
cleanup vehicles for lots & property adjusting/ estidelivery preparation Con- mating software. Haw100
tact Mark Lundquist at kins Research. Inc. 1304
Business
753-5315
Opportunity
Chestnut Suite E Murray,
KY 42071 Phone 270HOME WORKERS
AVON Representative
753-7001.
Needed.
needed
processtng
weekly
ATTENTION
$635
commission
.
Up to 509
mail Easy, No experience
WORK FROM HOME
Door to door unnecessary
needed
Up to
$1000 sign up fee
$25 00- $75 00/HR PT/FT Call 1-888-517-2362
For limited time
Ext 4605 24hrs
MAIL ORDER
Call Glenda
r8881649-6905
1-800-866-2243
120
Computers

A116. NOW
nizga HIRING

Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale

Business Rentals

300

060
Help Wanted

visa

Just Say "Charge It"

Packard Bell
computer,
Pentium processor,
75 Mhz,8 MB RAM,
I MB Video
Memory, 16 KB
Cache Memory with
CD-ROM.
Asking $600 OBO.
Call 753-0943
between
9 am.-S p.m.

Mon-Sat
Visa) Mastercard.
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives.
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.

Firewood

CHECK US
OUT ON
THE WEB!

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, & pistols
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S 12th Murray
CHERRY China Cabinet,
able & 4 chairs + 2 armed
150
chairs. Call 753-1428 after
Articles „
6pm M-F.
For Sate
•30 gallon aquarium. Whis
per pump, stand, all ac
cessories. $125. •HD
fringed boots, women's
size 9. Like new $60.
•Power wheels jeep. Used
little. $25. 435-4605

COUCH and matching
chair, Earth tone colors.
$100. 753-9941.
QUEEN size bed frame.
$10.00 End table $5.00
110V compact stack washer/dryer. $90.00 Call 7534186.

Shop At

www.bevshoppingicom
For Great
Online
Shopping
DoAll Industrial drill press
Options are. forward reverse, high low speed, T'
raise & lower, lock in place
to any degree, RPM 903360 $750 Hamilton Marble & Concrete 753-8087,
leave message

THINKING about getting a
Dish Network satellite system'? Think EfitE then call
Beasley Antenna & Satellite for more details or ask
how you can get 100
channels for only $9 00 a
month for one year
759-0901

Homes For Side
1987 Mays 3br. 2 bath
Must move $6,500
527-3015
1996 Fleetwood 14x50
Reflection Limited. 2br, 1
bath, excellent condition.
$14,000. 753-9941 or 7598780. Must be moved.
2BR 2 bath mobile home
$10,000 753-4186, or 7532994 about 11 years old.
Excellent shape
FOR sale a 1988 Fair Vista, 14x72 mobile home,
with carport and storage
building on a 6 tenth acre
wooded lot at 1211 Lynn
Lawson Road, Murray, Ky.
Approximately 5.1 miles
northwest of Murray off
Hwy. 121. Priced at
$28,000 or best offer.
For more information
call 270-767-2265
extension 386.
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover. 20yrs. experience.
Licensed & insured in Kentucky, Tennessee & Illinois. 437-3939.
RELIANCE Homes, Inc.
4br., 2 bath, living rm, family rm, large kitchen & dinning area, over 1800 sqft.
Delivery & setup, ..only
$43,875. Call toll free
1-866-767-9442
Offer good thru
Nov. 16th 2001
SINGLEWIDE on 1 acre
w/ 2 car garage w/appliances 901-498-8189

Homes For Rent
2BR. $225 and $275/mo.
3br. $285/mo. 753-6012.
180

Lawn 4 Garden

NICE 2br. Mobile home.
No pets 753-9866

LAWN Mowing Repair
Tiller, Go-carts,
4-wheelers, ect
Free pickup and delivery.
436-2867

MOBILE home lot 5 miles
east of Murray. 489-2506

ENGLANDER
Wood Burning Stove.
30" high, 32" length
1964 Ford 4000 Diesel
23" wide, inside 30"
New transmission & motor
Electric blower Price $550.
$5,400 753-2570
Excellent condition.
.425 Bushel gain cart
759-1605
-International grain truck
FOR Sale New in box .2500 Gallon gas delivery
from Toy Store Power tank
wheels Jeep (green, spe- •Field cultivator
cial edition) Bought two,
492-8411
only needs one $106 FERGUSON 20 tractor
(Just what it cost at the Runs & looks good w/new
store) Call 492-8566 after howes 5ft bush hog
4pm
$3,000 Day 270-522-2618
HUGS
N' Loves' Play evenings 435-4772
dolls by Phyllis Parkins
TRACTOR 70'S InternaTreasure Chest Boutique
tional diesel implements
Lay-a-way available
759-0997
759-5913
WE PAY CASH FOR
L P Gas Refills
FARM EQUIPT
Lowest prices in town
One Piece to entire lot
New 100lb L P gas cly.
Tommy Vance
$79 95 Want to buy used
Farm Equip
20Ib L P gas tank
Buy Sell Trade
B&B Brokers,
Phone 731-641-0197
701 South 12th St,
Cell 731-697-2397
753-4389
Click on
MACHINE quilting
$31.50 reg size
Murray Sewing Ceriter
759-8400
OVER 5,000 movies,
DVD, & video games
Starting at $2 95 for sale
Shop eady for Christmas
Movie World
753.-7670

SEASONED firewood. Call
'
5394'
436

QUIET family park in exclusive residential neighborhood with city police
and fire protection, close
to shopping, hospital and
city transit service. $95 per
month includes city water,
sewer, garbage pickup.
Coach Estates at South
16th and Canterbury.
753-3855.

1400 Hillwood,
$415 per month
Great for electronics
Call Century 21
753-1492

APPX 1,500 sq. ft good
location, heavy traffic.
Rent monthly or long term
lease.
500 N. 4th St. Murray, Ky
Call for more info_
Daytime 1-877-726-4077
after 5pm 901-644-3625.
BEAUTY shop for rent
753-3058
www.iommyvanceonline.com SHOP or storage building.
48'x40', gas heat located
406
Sunbury
Circle.
45'x26' building 703 S 4th
St. Call 436-2935 or see
30-30 Winchester with Carlos B140
scope $225.00 S&W 357
Weider
$300.00
mag
For Rent
weight station $125 00
Steel weights bar & stand
1 & 2 BR in Farmington
$50.00 753-4186.
11 mt toward Mayfield)

Firewood
FIREWOOD
Dehvered $35
Stacked $40
759-2316
FIREWOOD Also
service 436-2562

$295 and up W/D, appliances, water, trash pickup, lawn care provided,
Central H/A. No pets
Ref's req'd. 753-4214 or
345-2748.
1 OR 2br apts near downtree town Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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460
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Fos Rent

Homes For Sale

Homes For Sale

Hilldale Apts
TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR
1,2 J & 3
BDIlt. APARTMENTS
• , on siic/24 hr Main • Laundiy Faciiities&lean & Room!,
oip • Plo ground • Spacious Closets • Carpet • Fng & Stose Furnisrir.
• CHIA • Loci) LAIlliSilaped Grounds• On Site Secuniy iComing Sour

(270) 437-4113

4.11.1.4
4.01141128,

TDD #1-800-545-1833 ext. 287.
Office Hours - Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
Alter hours appts available or call our
toll free number 1-800-837-2509, ext 108.

1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mw-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1BR apt available, all ap
pliances furnished MurCal Realty 753-4444
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay
Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR duplex log cabin near
lake. Furnished, C/H/A,
water included. $250 per
month. 474-8272.
1BR furnished, no pets
$225/mo
753-3949
2BR Duplex $350 per
month 759-4406
2BR duplex & townhouse
all applainces furnished.
located on Southwood Dr
753-2062 day
437-4833
nights & weekends
2BR triplex, 1417 Hillwood
Drive, all appl furnished,
$400 plus deposit 270
753-6022
2BR . 1 1/2 bath, covered
parking, extremely nice
Coleman RE 759-4118
3 & 4br,apts. avail Diuguid
Dnve. Coleman RE 7594118.
3br house
1-2,br apts. efficiency
C/H/A, near MSU
753-1252 or 753-0606
4BR Townhouse
Special rate
Coleman RE
759-4118
AVAILABLE Dec. 1st. on
quiet dead-end street. 2br.
duplex apt. Central-gas
H/A, appliances furnished.
$315/rent, no pets, deposit
required. 753-7185.
EXTRA nice lbr., 1- bath,
central gas H&A. appliances furnished. W&D. 1yr.
lease, 1 Month deposit. No
pets. 753-2905.
EXTRA nice 2br., 1.5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished. W/D 1 yr. lease, 1
month deposit No pets.
753-2905
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St.,
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent 5315/ month Office
Hours, 10- 2, M-F. Call
753-1970. Equal Housing
Opportunity
MOBILE home available
$325 Also rent to own
Coleman RE 759-4118
ONE bedroom apartment
Victorian
in
charming
country setting. Newly remodeled. Large deck &
great view. Washer/dryer,
refrigerator, stove. Very
quiet. Only $395.00 per
month with all utilities paid
including trash pick-up. 5
miles from Murray in Lynn
Grove area. Deposit and
references required.
270-492-8175.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts
1. 2 & 3br. apts.
Section 8 housing.
753-8221
EHO

2BR. 1 bath, washer( Dryer, nice yard in city. $475
per month. 759-8769

MOVING
SALE
9630 Hwy. 641 N.

cf

Puryear
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
& Sun.

s For Rent
3BR. 2 bath house for
rent C/H/A, large living
room No pets $500 per
month plus deposit 7533078
3BR house east of Murray 489-2506
3BR., 2 bath. 2000+sgft.
$700.00/mo. Call 7679369.
EAST of Murray, 94E &
1346 area Cute lbr, $295
per/ month plus security
474-2520
LARGE 3br., 1 bath, big
kitchen, carport w/outside
storage,
utility
room
wNV&D hook-up, stove refrigerator furnished
1109 Elm St. No pets
$450/mo + $200 deposit
759-4665.
REMODELED 3br. Alsc
5/6 340 in Murray. no pets
759-4826.

Storage Rentals
CREEKVIEVV STORAGE$20-$40. On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081.
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
*Heated Boat &
.
RV Storage
753-9600

AKC Boxer puppies $300
Vet checked healthy and
beautiful 731-986-9025
BLOODHOUND puppies
AKC registered 270-8982818
BOXERS AKC Reg 1
male Fawn & while colored perfect 1 female,
dark fawn perfect Girl
tail's done 1st shots and
270-489-6133
wormed
270-210-0724

7 a.m.-?
No Early Birds!

YARD SALE
413 S. 8th St.
Fri., Nov. 2 &
Sat., Nov. 3
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Misc stuff, come
browse & enjoy
yourself.

HUGE MULTI-PARTY
GARAGE SALE
Corner of N. 16th &
Utterback Rd.,
Thurs. & Fri.•8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Appliances, upright freezer, gas grill, some furniture, bedspreads and pillow shams, toys new and used,set of encyclopedias and annuals updates, fabric for sewing & quilting, clothes
- adult & children, and much more!

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
Left at light Johnny
Robertson Rd. 1st
sub. on right
(Brandon Place) 75
Austin Court
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
6 a.m.-6 p.m.
New furniture, children
men's & women's
clothes, odds & ends
Call 759-4059

GARAGE
SALE
1539 Oxford
Dr. Canterbury
Nov. 2 & 3
7 a.m.-11 p.m.
Clothes, household
items , collectibles,
kitchen items &
more

ORCHARD grass hay and
wheat straw for sale. $2.00
a bale. 731-498-8006.
Timothy Orchard Grass,
Red Clover Hay.
with no Fescue in hay.
$2.50 a bale. $27. a roll.
Wheat straw $200 a bale
731-642-5936
Call after 5:30.

HOUSING

EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Sat., Nov. 10, 2001 •10:00 a.m.
LOCATION: In Hardin, KY. at 4-way stop, take
Hwy. 80. Follow Hwy. 80 and turn left onto
Pirates Cove Road. Go to stop sign at Club
House. Make right turn, then immediate left turn
onto Mermie Road. Watch for signs.

'In the appraisal of
housing

•In the financing of
housing

•Blockbusting is also
illegal

Anyone who feels he or she
has been discriminated
against may file a complaint
of housing discrimination:

U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban
Development Assistant
Secretary for Fair
Housing and Equal
Opportunity
Washington, DA'. 20410

1-800-424-8590 (Toll Free)
1-800-424-8529(T'DD)

Thurs-Sat.
Only
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
315-0900 or 767-9825

Beautiful 3-bedroom wood frame home located on
93x94 lot. Approximately 1140 square feet, with living room, dining room, kitchen, 2 baths and 1 -car
garage. Also: unfinished basement, central air, woodburning fireplace, 3 beautiful decks, great shade
trees, view of lake, and only 300 yards to boat ramp!
Appliances
included:
refrigerator, range.
washer/dryer. Association Benefits: Low $96 per
year fee, use of boat ramp and meeting room, airstrip
available, Use of shared grounds and inground pool
For more information, or to view prior to Auction
Date. contact Double D Auction at 12701527-8909, or
-Remax Real Estate Associates at (270)527-8035.
Real Estate Terms: Ten percent deposit da) ot auction Remainder
with passing of deed_ Taxes to be prorated. Lead-based paint waiver to he issued Announcement, made day of auction take precedence over printed material_
Donald(Deb) Rickman, Auctioneer
837 New Hope Road
Calvert City, KY 42029
Phone (270) 527-8909
Dave Dunning, Auctioneer
Ryan Boatright, Apprentice/Auctioneer
Remax Real Estate Associates
86,4 Commerce St., Benton, KY

410

410

Public Sale

Public Sale

LAKE FRONT TIMBERLAND AUCTION
SAT., NOV.3RD • 11 A.M.
2,070 ACRES ±
BIG SANDY,TENNESSEE
Rd 5
Miles to Pine Grove Rd, Then 1/4 Mile to Property.

(From Hwy 69A in Big Sandy, take Point Mason

Property is Mostly 20 Year Old Pine & Mature
Hardwood, with 1.8 Miles of Frontage on Kentucky
Lake. Joins TWRA Boat Ramp property on Smith Rd

EXCELLENT TURKEY,DEER.
& SMALL GAME HUNTING.

FREE DRAWING FOR S1500.00 CASH
Sale to he held at Big Sandy City Park for your convenience
Heritage Personnel on property weekend and 3 day prior to
Announcement, made at sale take precedence mer all other adtertisement.
For plats and more information, call Heritage at
1-800-890-1372.
VI VI 1/,lltritageAUCtiOn

centun telmet
lmb_site

804 Coldwater Rd. - across
from Speedway/5 Pts.
Sat., Nov. 3•8 a.m.-1 p.m.
Toys, baby items, clothing kid sizes
to adult plus sizes, bicycle, sports
equip. & more. Come Rain/Shine.

Tom Clean, Auctionecr

iTAGE

ucTioN

Lk. #2837
73l-925-3534
731.926.2182 IFisi
1-800-890-1372

615 Pickwick Rd. • Savannah, TN 38372

YOU SHOW US.
*Average credit (not perfect)• Steady income history
WE SHQW YOU:
•1004 loan, no money down • Flexible, forgiving program
-Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr

Johnny Robertson

Rd. N.
Sat., Nov. 3

Global Mortgage Link

7 a.m.-?
Clothes - all sizes,
books, wood stove,

Gem Put kett• Pat Butler • Jut quel% it Watson
753-7407 • Ill N. 12th St. Suite B

household items,

Used Cars

exercise equip
misc

1996 Yamaha Biaste
$1,600 OBO 753-0044

OUT!
)SELL
Advertise
your
yard sale
in the
classifieds!
MURRAY

LEDGER & TIMES

Credit
ProblemsNo Problem

440

GIGANTIC 3 PARTY
GARAGE SALE
Fri. & Sat.• Nov. 2 & 3
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
816 Sha-Wa
(between N. 18th & 19th)
Computer, German dishes set, Christmas
items, patio set. humdifier, Avon, nice
clothes & much more.
Most items 25C to $2.00

Rail Estate

440

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth"

Lots For Sale
LOTS for sale Starting a
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway.
Also land home packages
270-437-4838
1
1 23
Farms For Sale
3800sgft. 2 story log
home-- 13 acres fenced
wipond-- 60x30 shop
120x50 barn winding
arena-- 3 other outbuildings-- 6 miles east of Murray. Phone (day) 753-1844
(night) 753-7687

(2) 3/4 acre lots. 7 miles
North, Murray. 753-1967

Used Cars
1966 Mustang, 289 en
gine, automatic in floor,
red, new tires. $5100 -753-0430
93 Olds Delta 88 Royal. All
power & air. Reduce to
S4,500 OBO 435-4114.

NEED A CAR?

12 acres of land 436-5064

Divorce? • Bad Credit?• Bankruptcies?

Public Sale

Public Sale

AUCTION SALE
anriqufs and collectible.,
mahogany dining room set. mahogany
dresser, mahogany tables, mahogany china cabinet, oak knock down wardrobe, oak chest, oak
dressers, oak lamp table, marble top tables
(repo.), oak china cabinet, corner cabinet very
old made out of walnut, oak and mahogany
fireplace mantles, walnut beds, cedar chest, odd
chairs, odd tables, large' 2 pc. pine cabinet, (21
oak buffets, 3 pc. poster bedroom set, oak rockers, old bench. old Coke trays, advertiser
pieces, lots of good glassware. ironware,
stoneware,old quilts, lg. quilt box,old gtt cook
stove.

This is a partial listing. We have several
haulers coming from out ofstate this sale.
Don't know what mar be here.
Open Friday night for your suspection
come see.

bills, divorce,
repossessions and
bankruptcy call
Kenny B at
800-505-5091 or
our credit hot line
24 hours
877-937-2886

Acreage

410

410

1995 Olds Cutlass Supreme 4dr One owner, ex2000 Harley Davidson cellent condition, garaged
Sportster 5200 miles Call 85,xxx miles New Michel753-7478 after 6PM
in tires Priced below blue
2000 Yamaha Kodiak 400 book 753-3317
2wd, auto' perfect condi- 1997 Gold SE Maxima
tion, ridden only 4-times. Well kept Asking $10,500
$4,300 759.4109.
Leave
Call 753-2070
97 Yamaha Kodak 4x4 Hi- message
Low range winch
99 Volvo V-70 AWD Sta759-1519
tion Wagon. red with black
leather interior, 3rd seat,
C
E Utility Vehicles
all option, 46K $26,000
753-6040
95 Chevy Blazei LS, 4wd
2dr. 102.xxx Ipes. 7530933
TIGHT BUDGET?
WHY SETTLE FOR
A HEAP?
Super- sharp S-10 SUV
Courtesy Auto
4x4. 'g8 Blazer. All Tahoe
Plex has auto •
options_ Runs great. 2.8L
loans available for
saves gas. $1000 below
Blue book at $3,975.
slow pay. medical
Lottsa TLC 436-5035

I

753-1916

Fundraiser for Murray Mud Dogs.

3BR, 2 bath in Hazel
Brick/ceder, carport w/3
car detached garage, all
appliances, S53,000 Call
759-1831 after 4pm,

GET A CAR YOU WANT & CREDIT YOU DESERVE
BY CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE
DEF
3

FREE!

MNO

Totally
6
Confidential
3BR., 1 bath, double lot.
New in 2000: windows,
Call Ruthie or Dennis
heat/air, carpet, water
753-2222
heater, kitchen cabinets,
24 Hrs. 1-800-992-7334
bathroom, all appliances.
New in 2001: storage shed
410
410
and deck. Priced Mid 70's.
Public Sale
Public Sale
Call 759-1794.
3BR.. 2 bath approx
1800sqft home on 1.1
acre lot. Upstairs bonus
room, screened porch. garage. Built in '96 Must
see. 759-2259
FOR Sale or lease.
NO MINIMUMS!NO RESERVA17ONS7
3br, 2 bath, C/H/A, 2 car Sat Mow- 3rd At 10:00 XL_ KA_
garage. 767-9369.

( ESTATE AUCTION)
THE HATLER L MORGAN ESTATE

BESE All"V CD MI, DC E111TillICICIf
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE!
Priced like a fixer upper, From The Court House In Benton Take Main
but everything new and Street "Old Hwy 641" South 2.5 Miles. From
ready to move into 2br. 1 The Purchase Parkway "Exit 41" Take The
New 641 Spur South 4 Miles...The Farm Is
bath, carport, utility room
Located At The Jct Of The New Hwy 641
S39,900.
Spur And Old Hwy 641 Next To The Benton
Church Of Christ Complex..Signs Posted!!
435-4632 or 559-8510
Hatter Morgan's Sinking Hole Farm
NICE three bedroom, two
25 Miles SE Of Paducah.KY • 15 Miles N Of Mum. ,KY
full bath home Approximately 5-years-old Twocar garage large lot, great
11 Tracts & Combinations
location. $88,000 Please
A Marshall County Paradise!!
call 270-759-0655
Barns - Farmland - Pasture
PRICE REDUCED! 2BR
Fences - Ponds - Trees
Beautiful Relaxing Settings
Starter home. Large closCome Drive Over The Farm
ets, large storage bldg,
lr Ft AIC-I- A IC Ft IE AIG IE Cli V
carport,
corner
lot.
21.770 Acres • 21.843 Acres • 25.120 Acres
(270)437-4971.
27.990 Acres • 46.068 Acres • 47.393 Acres
REDUCES
54.561 Acres • 67.753 Acres • 86.342 Acres
1807 Greenbrier. 3br. vinyl
94.727 Acres • 99.570 Acres
/brick, 1 1/2 bath'. 1 out
Tracts Front
bldg., Southwest or Murray
Hunter Rd - Walnut Grove Rd - Gas Light Lane
School District. Great locaAnderson Lane - Lillie Brown Lane
tion. $55,000 435-4492
South Main "Old Hwy 641"

u•

3 ACR ES.

In

BEECHAM
AUCTION SERVICE
Henry, Tennessee
Gary S. Beecham & Gary L. Beecham
Auctioneers
Lic. No. 471-1561
Ph: 243-4882-243-4811 -642-3554

410
Public Sale

410
Public Sale

410
Public Sale

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, Nov. 3, 2001 • 10:00 a.m.
At 4036 Kirksey Rd. or Hwy. 299. From Murray, KY take Hwy. 121
North to Hwy. 299 North. From Mayfield, KY take 121 South to
Stella, take Hwy. 299 North. Follow to auction.
Watch for auction'signs. Kay Beach - Owner
Nice cedar chest - nice sofa & odd chairs - set of maple lamp tables - bookcase - color t.v. - coffee & lamp tables - nice queen size 4 piece bedroom
suite - wood twin bed - odd chest & vanity - nice cannonball post bed
w/matching dresser - corner what tlgt - wall mirrors - small metal cabinet
- wood dining table w/3 chairs - otlier old dining table - microwave oven like new washer & dryer - like new small upright frost free freezer - larger upright freezer - table & vanity lamps - nice wingback chair - vacuum
cleaner - fold-up walker - walking sticks - folding chairs- metal shelf - old
Iblong dough tray - pictures & frames - 12) small child's chairs - metal
bed - old glass front wash board - metal kitchen stool - some Rhythm dishes - some old glass & chin& - stainless flatware - old meat clever - butcher
knives - nice clean pots & pans - radio - electric heater 8z fans - manual
meat slicer - kerosene heater - Sunbeam gas grill - ladies wrist watch necklaces & earrings - red wagon - metal ammo box - step ladder - drill
motors - 2 wheel hand cart - milk strainer - wash tub - car ramps - pressure canner - 5 h.p. front tine tiller - push mower - canning jars w/wire
bails & glass lids - hand & yard tools and much more.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch available.

II IS ss.herjtageaiiclion.nct

FL *4556

YARD SALE
68 Lippford Ln. off

12 FAMILY YARD SALE

9 pc.

This is a Superb Development Property in an
Excellent Location.

•In advertising the sale or
rental of housing

Follow the signs.

At Henry Auction House in Henry, TN.

The Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988)

•In the provision of real
estate brokerage service,

Turn west on
641 make right
on Joseph Dr.

Saturday, Nov. 3•4 p.m.

Property Will Be Offered in Various Size Tracts for
Individuals. Hunters, Investors, and Developers

•In the sale or rentaljaL
housing or residenfialnllos

2 FAMILY
YARD SALE

Lots For Sale

We Do Business in Accordance With The
Federal Fair Housing Law
It is Illegal to Discriminate Against Any
Person Because of Race, Color. Religion,
Sex. Handicap. Familial Status, or
National Origin

Fitness flyer - stationery
bike, many home decorat
ing accessories, brass
lamps. 6 nicely framed
prints, pillows, guilts
Christmas decorations,
tale painting wood,
GARDEN PATIO HOME

Public Sale

2.5 Miles Frontage on Pine Grove Rd., Approximatek
1/2 Mile Frontage on Point Mason Rd.
lall

S. 4th to 500
Chantilly Dr.
Friday
8 a.m.-6 p .m.

410

410
Public Sale

DOUBLE D AUCTION CO.
CHOCOLATE Lab pups
for sale. Ready now, will
hold for Christmas. Call for
details. 270-339-3757.
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
M-F 753-2915.
SIBERIAN Husky AKC
registered. 11 months old.
female. white & gray, blue
eyes. $250. 474-8272

MOVING SALE

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Joseph W. Thomason - App. Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
-My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

Real Estate Sells At 10:00 A.M.
Real Estate Portion 01 The Auction Will Be Held
In The Benton Church 01 Christ Fellowship Hall
Adjoining The Hatler Morgan Farm
15% Down With A Minimum Deposit DI
S3,000.00 Per Tract, Balance In 30 Days

Farm Equipment 8 Related Items
TRACTORS
Agco Allis 8775 MFWD, 280 His. Cummins Eng, Shuttle, C&A.
18 4-38R1 Rears, 13 6-28R1 Frts. 3 Remotes. "Same As New'
SN J192012_ Equip w/Agco Allis 884 Quick Attach Loader •
Agco Allis 5680 MFWD. 3381 Hrs, 4 Post, 16 9-34R1 Rears, 2
Pemotes SN 001028 • Case IH 5220 MFWD, 3015 Hrs. C&A.
Porward & Reverse 18 4-34R1 Rears, 3 Remotes. SN0079066,
Equip ,w/Great Bend 660-Quick Attach Loader
.DOZER-BACKHOE-DIRT EQUIPMENT .
Dresser TD-15C Power Shift Dozer, POPS Recent New
Engine & Under Carriage. SN 1942 • Case 580 B TractorLoader-Backhoe, 22- & 36- Buckets, SN 5263742 • 2- Durabilt
DP84 Dirt Pans, SN 049973 & 199109 • Bush Hog 9' Hyd Ad) 3
Pt Blade * Ditch. Witch M Series Walk Behind Trencher •
Vermeer Stump Grinder w Elec Start Eng. 2 Wheel Trailer Tow
FARM EQUIPMENT
NH 311 PTO Twine Tie Sq Baler • Case IH 8465 Auto Round
Baler • NH 917 Disc Mower • Pair Of Lely 4 Wheel Hay Rakes
wiTow Hitch Caddy • NH 518 PTO Manure Spreader • Farnam
95-3 Pt Pasture Renovator Seeder wiSmall Seed Attach •
Chandler 10 Spreader Buggy wIandem Axles. Hyd Twin Fan,
Ground Drive • Rhino PTO Post Hole Digger • 11 Tine 3 Pt
Chisel Plow •3 Pt 7 Disc • 3 P17. Box Blade • 2 Axle 16'Bumper
Hitch Trailer • 3 Pt Hyd Hay Spear w/Hyd Squeeze • 2 Axle 20'
Neck Over Stock Trailer • 4 Wheel Farm Wagon • For-Most
Cattle Squeeze Chute • Service Trailer 'w/Lincoln 225 Welder •
2 Wh Utility Trailer • 24' Neck Over Flat Trailer • 3 Ring Bulk Feed
Bin • Various Livestock Accessories • IH 715 Combine w/13
Platform • Farm Bob Trucks • '95 Chevy Silvered° 4x4 Short
Bed Pickup, 44,000 Miles "Loaded" • 400 Round Bales Of
Hay In Dry • Lumber & Barn Yard Miscellaneous
Complete Settlement Day Of Sale..1.1p To Date Bank Letters A Must!!
Equipment Sells After The Real Estate
Quality Well Cared For Machinery!,

ri_, , ,

R. CASH
JAMES
NE,

AUCTIONEER I REA1 ESTATE BROKER
J
FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466 i"
RC
-THE SELLING 9A4CHINE"
LINO I

----'---www.Jamesrcash.cont Or Call For A Brochure
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00
Services Offered

Wed Ctrs
2000 Honda Odyssey Es.
like new, white w greyleather seats, CD, electric
rear doors, 30,000 mi
transferable 100K mi warranty $25.000 767-0134
85 Cad Fleetwood- looks
great- go anywhere carNew top headliner, all
leather 19+ miles to gallon
$2700 080 731-2475938
91 White Probe 4cyl..
113.000 miles New tires.
brake Runs good. looks
good $1500 753-1692
Sentra,
Nissan
1994
clean, good condition, 5OBO
$3,000
speed
Great first car 753-0472
leave message

731-247-5422
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113

3
0
4
9

Qualify Yourself"
*Currently employed and gross $1300 per month
•Have proof of residence
.5 Personal references
•Have a current valid drivers license
800-505-5091
Ask for Kenny B.
or 24 Hour Credit Hot Line
1 -877-YES-AUTO • 1-877-937-2886
Tommy Blair's
_ - Jr/ /0

✓
Zoom-Zoom MAZDA Zoom-Zoom
• 3049 Irvin Cobb Dr. • Paducah, KY 42003
BUZZ ON OVER TO OUR NEW LOCATION

CLASS A Motor home
1976 Itasco 28 ft All new
appliances new exhaust
system, new tires &
brakes new Awning, 4000
W Gen Reason for selling
ill health No reasonable
offer refused 759-9665
519-7471

A affordable hauling. junk
clean up, tree work, gutter
cleaning 436-5141
A time to take care of your
home Affordable work
done to perfection building, remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, roofing.
siding, concrete, fences,
furniture design, and restoration Free Estimates
753-4380
A-1 AFFORDABLE allaround hauling tree work.
cleaning out sheds gutter.
junk clean-up 436-2867
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737
437-3044
Pree Estimates
A-1. A-1
Gutter Cleaning
436-2867
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks,, Home Additions,
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Carports. Pole
Barns. Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished Quality Workmanship Affordable Rates Licensed
753-7860 753-9308
AFFORDABLE Elearic
•Commercial
*Residential
•Remodel
•Free Estimates
"Quality don't cost it pays
Dave Myers 759-2488
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)5594986
ALL Carpentry Servicp
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction•
Remodeling* Repairs*
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272

Roofing Metal
Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up same day.

We Specialize in Cleaning"

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

f

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing -Mobile Homes
*Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

•We,Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveways
Phone (270)759-4734

David Borders

. k
411111111.111i
-*or,
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
ROY HOLLAND'S
AUTO REPAIR
All Types of Auto Repairs
306 Industrial Road
Monday-Saturday
7 30am-5pm
753-0520
SUNRISE Landscaping
Fall Lawn Maintenance
•Aerating
-Seeding
*Fertilize tree, shrubs, and
yard
*Leaf Removal
•Mulch
Call Red at 767-9735
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

LAKE LAND PAINTING
PAINTING

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR
RESIDENTIAL.COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL
specializing in emstoni tAlorkoransntio
*FAL X FINISHES
SIN HOMES
'SPRA1 PAINTING
SPECIAL COATINGS
'EPDXY COATINGS
'10INT SEALANTS
'NAM REPELLENTS
'PRESSURE CLEANING 'DECK& FENCE PESTORA'!
*34)PAINTING IMAGE TECHNOLOGY
See Your End Results Before Your Final Decision

270-753-6895
(-IMP( TERIZED ESTIMATES. Ella INSCRANCED • OWNER:JIM OS131 RN
ALL Carpentry.
Electrical.
Free Cotumn
Home building, additions.
floors,
remodeling. Rotten
FREE kittens 759-1699
sagging roofs Home &
siding.
vinyl
repair,
Mobile
References Call Larry
Nimmo
753-9372. 753-0353.
CARPORTS Starting
$675 installed Roy H
1270)436-2113
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
•Lawn Maintenance
*Leaf Pick-up,
•Bed mulching
270-753-6772
DECKS, Roofing, Vin,
Siding Quality Work Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience Gerald Walters 753-2592
FALL Cleanup
•Leaves. *Tree service,
•Lawn Renovation
Leave message
559-2705
FENCING
Midway Fence. All types
Complete services
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding. firewood. Insured. 489-2839.
HANDYWORK/ odd Jobs
wanted. No Job too small.
Give us a call Yes we
clean gutters.
Phone: 436-5759
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•36 years experience
•Intenor & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
•No job too small
•Free estimates
Please call 753-8858
LEAF & yard clean up
Bushogging
Phone 753-8204
ask for Steve Lamb
MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross County Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555

David's Cleaning
Services

We now manufacture. Buy, direct..

R&M
Complete Restoration
*Remodeling
•Additions
•Water Damage
and more
Call 731-352-9303

495

1995 Chevy 4x4 Ext cab
tan '$12,000 OBO 270354-8913
1995 Ford F-150, short
wheel base. P/ air, auto
transmission, extra _nice
wheel. Eddie Baur package $5.500. 270-4685853
1997 Toyota Tacoma, 4wheel drive, regular cab,
5-speed, PIS, P,E3, CD.
A/C, tilt wheel 90,xxx
miles 489-6262 after 5pm
TROOPER LS, 4x4. 5
146.xxx miles
speed
$3,650. 382-3925.

HOME

Will Do Insurance Work

Bankruptcy'? Slow Credit? Divorced?
Repossession? Medical Bills?
Financing Available

1984 VW Vanagon Looks
good New alternator, battery needs motor work
$1000 OBO 435-4605

nwieitiimm

Services Offered

Services Offered

Services Offered

itI)lilt

David Gallimore, Owner

Wasting Your Time!!

Vans

1

Services Offered

9ovioss Offered
11111

David's Home Improvement

STOP

Cm/ ph it/

Services Offered

•Replace rotten or water daihae:ed
•Iiistall braces & floors joists under houses
tor sagging or weak floors.
•Replace or repair water and drain lines.
•Install moisture barriers.
We Do e4// Kinds_4.444

BUZZ ON OVER TO OUR NEW LOCATION

3
0
4
9

2001

FREE
PALLETS

13
,g1,,eirnbmther's

-Moving=
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-2555

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb'

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection - A Better Price '
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financmg
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

044
meal,
Statewide
Classifieds
HELP WANTED
*ADVERTISING SALES
MANAGER-Manage the
retail advertising departMondayment of a
Saturday afternoon daily.
5+ years print advertising
sales experience and/or
sales management experience A team leader with
good people skills to plan
and implement an advertisstrategy
sales
ing
Competitive salary, commission and benefits. Mail
Betty
to:
resume
Berryman. Publisher, The
Winchester Sun. P..0. Box
4300. Winchester, KY
40,392
•ACCOUNT EXECUTIVENational
Large
Organization seeks rep for
local area First year earnS600 00
ings 50-70K
weekly+ commissions+ full
benefits Fax resume
757-473-3547

•REGIONAL ADVERTISING SALES CONSULTANT needed for large
community newspaper corporation, to sell advertising
'or territory from Madison.
Northern
Indiana
to
Kentucky. Good benefits,
salary plus generous commission including mileage,
Excellent opportunity for
candidate with assertive
Statewide
sales and communication
Classifieds
skills who enjoys working
independently ywithin a
basic structure of support
AUTOMOBILES
and defined goals. Based
•CHARITY CARS-Donate in Shelbyville. KY Send
vehicle!
Tax resume and reference to
your
deductible, free tow. We Bonnie
Gray,
Burks
provide donated vehicles Advertising
Director,
to struggling families. 1- Landmark
Community
800-442-4451 www chan- Newspapers. Inc., P.O Box
ty-cars org
KY
Shelbyville,
549.
BUSINESS
40066. Equal Opportunity
OPPORTUNITIES
Employer

753-1916

M & T Painting

Now scheduling fall
work. Immediate openings
for interior/exterior painting.

270-759-4979

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED

Free Estimates

Tree Trimmira

24 Hr Service

Cleanup Ser,

Hedge Trimming Full Line al
Equipment
Tree & Stump
P(111 La Mb
Removal

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

WORK
AND
-TRAIN
HOME!
TO
CLOSE
Choose from one of 7 Job
Corps centers across the
state and receive training
right here in Kentucky. Job
Cops staff will help you
plan your career, find a
great job close to home
and earn more money
when you graduate Get
you GED or high school
diploma while living on a
Kentucky Job Corps center Residential and nonresidential programs available Ages 16-24. Call 1866-JOB CORPS for more
information about a center
near you,

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500 4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
Statewide
Classifieds

Statewide
Classifieds

REAL ESTATE/REAL
ESTATE FOR SALE

-ATTENTION DRIVERSNO EXPERIENCE NECTMC
*NEW LOG CABIN on 3 ESSARY'
acres with free boat slip & Transportation needs drivprivate
access. ers. $650 guaranteed
lake
mountains. weekly. Potential to earn
Tennessee
Near 18 hole golf course $900 per week or more
$69,900. Terms Call 1-800- and still get home on
weekendsrl For CDL train704-3154 x 237.
ing call 800-206-7364.
RESORTS RENTALS
•$B1G MONEYS N.T S.
"GET MARRIED" Smoky
Company
Placement
Areas
Mountains,
Most
Drivers!!
Needs
Beautiful
Chapels. Inexperienced up to $600.
Ordained
Ministers. Experienced up to $1000.
Complete Arrangements, Pay up to 42 cpm. Paid
Honeymoon/Family training, if you qualify. 1Breathtaking 888-781-8556.
Cabins.
Tractor
Views.
Fireplaces. Trailer Training.
Wedding Arrangements 1800-893-7274, Vacation •DRIVER HIRING THE
BEST IN THE INDUSTRY'
Lodging 1-800-634-5814.
$1,500 Sign-on Bonus_ Up
smokyweddings.com
starting
35c/mile
to
•A BEAUTIFUL, COM- loaded/empty.
Direct
PLETE SMOKY MOUN- deposit.
pay.
Tarp
TAIN WEDDING. Original
conventional.
Assigned
Log Wedding Chapel. 800-441-4271 WET 135
Everything
provided:
Photos, video, flowers. for- *DRIVER, OVER THE
mal wear, cabins. Smokies ROAD. 35 States. Flat with
best value_ _1-800-262-. sides,„ late model conven-_
5683. www.smokymtnwed- tionals. 3 years experif
ence. $2,000 Sign-On
dingchapels.com
Bonus. Start .34c-.38c
'PANAMA CITY BEACH,
mile+ benefits. Call (800)
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
444-6648.
Resort. From $39 (1-2p
Arrive Sun./Mon.-FREE
NIGHT,
TRAINEES
Restrictionsi •DRIVER
Pools, river ride, parasailNEEDED-Earn While You
ing, Jacuzzi, suites, bar
Learn-Werner and other
800-488-8828. www.sand- carriers are hinng. 15-day
piperbeacon.com
training. Weekly home time
5650-$900
available.
TRUeK DRIVERS
weekly. plus benefits. Call
HELP WANTED
1-800-309-0592.
•$S$CAREER
TRAIN1NG$$$ "KEEP AMERI- •SDRIVER TRAINING &
Housing,
CAN MOVING" •Paid 15 JOBS
Day
Course Transportation. & Meals
CDL
•Financial Aid 'Lifetime Provided. Great pay/beneJob Placement. Call Today, fits. No money down.
reimbursement
Start Monday 1-800-883- Tuition
available. Jumpstart your
0171 www cdIweb.com
*DRIVERS& 43c/mile top new career! Call TTC 1pay. 43c/mile top pay. 888-776-3748
430/mile top pay, 43c/mile
top pay, 43c/mile top pay
USA Truck 800-237-4642.
DRIVERS-CDL TRAINING
get paid while training for
major
placement with
trucking company Earn big
money! Commonwealth
Truck Driving School. Call
toll free: 877-970-4043

•DRIVER -COVENANT
TRANSPORT Now offering
for
Pay
Diem
Per
Experienced Teams, Solos
0/0Trainers
and
Solos/Teams 830 Plus fuel
surcharge Call 1 -888MORE-PAY
(1-888-667-3729)
•DRIVER/OWNER OPERATOR-Great Paycheck.
Benefits Hometime, and
Steady Freight plus a Signon Bonus up to $1.5001
Boyd Bros , a secure
Flatbed Leader Since
1956! 800-543-8923

•DRIVERS-TRACTOR
TRAILER 'New Starting
Paid
Scale
Pay
$5o ooo
'Earning
Orientation
Potential Up to
Per Year •Full Benefits
•New Model Conventional
Tractors 'Quality Home
Time 'Regional & OTR •DRIVERS
MALONE
Drivers Needed. NO STU- Needs
Addition
•CQMPLETE SATELLITE
DENTS PLEASE, Call
Owner/Operators based in
INSTRUCTION
SYSTEM `with -2 receivers.
ARCTIC EXPRESS 800- the midwest to handle
installed for less than •Do you
want more 927-0431, www arcticex- increase outbound freight.
$50.00 Call 502-254-0768 money'? NO PROBLEM" press com, PO Box 129,
with return loads Stop by
or 866-398-3474
21 Day Heavy Equipment Hilliard, OH 43026
our Rockport, IN terminal
SIDING Program Choose from *HIRING ON THE SPOT- or call Jenny @ Malone
&
•WINDOW
Backhoe, Do You Want To Know Freight Lines 1-888-239Trackhoe.
SALE $69 00 Per Month
All credit accepted No Bulldozer 36-42K 1st yr - How Big Money Feels? 5527
money down. lifetime war- potential Call 866-432- Learn To Drive 18 Wheels!
*DRIVERS Owner operaranty. Call toll free today for 8937
$600-$800 Weekly Your tors, small fleets welfree estimate 1-888-6701st Yr 2 Week In State comed, vans & flatbeds,
3035 WEATHERMASTER
LIVESTOCK
Training. No Out Of mileage pay-loaded &
Some
PRODUCTS
•"ELITE BRED HEIFER Pocket, If Qualified No empty, stop off pay. tarp
restrictions apply
pay, L&N Transportation,
SALE" Paris Stockyards, Employment Contracts
Inc Louisville. KY 1-800Pans, KY 650 head avail- 800-219-7593.
able guaranteed bred, free •ACCEPTING APPLICA- 632-4332
delivery
November 5 TIONS for CDL TRAINING!
THE
2001 at 6:00 pm EST Finish Training in 14 Days •SMX-SIMPLY
Call 1-888-317-2555
Earn $35.000 your first "BEST". Full benefits'
year 100% Job Placement Great Freight Lanes' Late
Assistance Recruiters hir- Model Petes & KW's OTR,
MONEY TO LEND
Regional,
ing daily Call 1-877-270- Vans, Flats
Flatbed CDL required Call
-MORTGAGE LOANS: as 2902 APPLY TODAY!
1-800-247-8040
;ow as.5 756 fixed' "Good •ARE YOU READY FOR Today
or bad credit", refinance, ACTION! Join J-MAR www smx com
Please call Paul for
purchase. contract for TODAY'
Teams/Solos *YOUR CHOICE' Choose
deed, consolidation Call needed 90% no-touch from 2 wk CDL A training,
free estimate at
Pat Casada, Discount freight Home often! CDL or Learn how to drive bullof w/HazMat. 23 yrs, old 1 dozers, trackhoes and
Mortgage
Source
Louisville.
1-866-491- year OTR required 1-888- backhoes' Call TODAY' 1877-83TRAIN
1001
216-5627
FOR SALE

•AFFORDABLE- COVENIENT WOLFF TANNING
Monthly
Low
BEDS
Home
Investments
FREE Color
Delivery
Catalog. Call Today
1-800-711-0158
www np.etstan.corn

4 Lamb Brothers
;.---Tree Service

To Advertise Your Business Call Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916
To Get More Information.

U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

FRANCHISES
-NEW
AVAILABLE. Investment
required. Dollar Stores,
MollyMaids,
Fantastic
Sams, Computer Doctor,
Coffee Shops. Payless Car
Rental, Fast Food. 100's
More Available in all markets. Call toll free 1-877792-2801.

-1

Statewide
Classifieds

Statewide
Classifieds
•DRIVERS-HOME EVERY
WEEKEND, No New York
City. Company: Start up to
.360 a a mile, Superior
Insurances and Benefits.
Owner
Operator:
.83c/mile, fuel surcharge.
Paid
Base
Plate/Permits/Fuel Taxes,
Reimburse Tolls/Scales.
Lease Purchase Program
Available, 1-800-948-6766,
wwwepestransport.corn.

'DRIVERS: Solos up to
.450 per mile, Teams up to
.480 per mile, Contractors
.81c all miles. Lease
options avail. (No money
down.) Fuel incentives.
increased holiday orientation pay & more!(No CDL,
No Exp., Need Training)&
Motor
Call Burlington
Carriers 1-800-583-8809.

www.murrayledger.com

VISA

Statewide
'Classifieds
•DRIVE.RS-FLATBED
$2000 Sign-On Bonus,
Van and Flat drivers earn
up to 41 per mile Great
Family
hometime
Medical/Dental Roberson
Transportation 800-4735581 eoe
'OUR TOP COMPANY
driver
solo
made
$60,399.44. START UP TO
.40c/Mile, how well could
you do! 12 mos. OTR
HEARTLAND
required.
EXPRESS
1-800-4414953 www.heartlandexpress.com.

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Nov. 2,
2001:
Evaluate what you want this year.
Financially, you will want to tighten up.
You cannot always count on others for
help. Listen to' feedback from friends,
and seek out experts. You gain a lot from
experts. lawyers and professionals in
general. If you are single, you might find
that you don't want anything "heavy"
this year. Some might opt for a different
type of relationship. If you are attached,
you two might have many discussions
about finances. You won't see eye to eye.
Emphasize the positives between the two
of you. GEMINI is fun.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Once more, push comes to
shove as you deal with those in your
immediate environment. What you have
always accepted as a given could change.
As you adapt to different styles, you
could be surprised. Rethink a personal
decision. Tonight: Visit with your pals.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Indulge all you want, but recognize that everything and everyone has
limits. Financial changes could feel like a
noose around your neck. Creativity and
talking to experts help you see life differently. Make calls, and reach out for others. Tonight Let someone treat you.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Your attitude triggers someone.
You are only reacting to this person's
controlling ways. What has developed is
a vicious cycle. Your expenses could be
overwhelming. Making a peace offenng
doesn't have to be expensive. Use your
ingenuity. Tonight: Make the first move.
CANCER (June 2.1-July 22)
*** Your instincts lead you, as you are
often very sentimental and emotional.
Opportunities come your way if you stay
open. You cannot deny changes around
your workplace. Your mood could
change as a result of a discussion. Don't
lay down all your cards. Tonight: Play it
low-key.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Others aren't seeing situations
clearly. What makes you so sure you are?
You might be more off-kilter than you
realize, but on the other hand, you don't

care. Let laughter invade the workplace.
Simply enjoy the moment. Tonight: Find
your pals.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You could feel unusually
impressed. Pressure builds, even more so
than normal. Bosses could be unusually
stern, in your opinion. Listen more carefully to someone who is close to you.
This person requests a change. Honestly.
it might be necessary. Tonight: Out late.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Think of change, because you
will not be able to maintain the status quo
nght now. Others seem bent on changing
plans and nixing ideas. Step back. You
have counted on a boss. Right now, this
person could do a total reversal. Give
others space. Tonight: Take off as soon as
possible.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Financial changes could put a
strain even on the most affluent.
Understand ybur limits; redesign your
portfolio, if possible. Revamp your
budget, if need be. Express your flexibility, and you will gam. Until gossip is
confirmed, you don't know anything.
Tonight: Let someone pitch in. Give up
some control.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Others seem to test your limits.
You could feel like someone is intentionally pushing all your buttons. You might
not realize how controlling you could be
acting. Building togetherness with a partner means dealing with issues, not letting
them fester. Tonight: Go along with
another.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** ** Think through a decision
involving a partner or close fnend who
has given you a lot of support. You might
just be reacting. You might not be looking at a personal issue as deeply as you
need to. Reflect. Think deeply. Tonight:
Take a health break.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181
*.* ** Be playful, but understand that
others might misunderstand your depth
and humor. This could get you into trouble. Creatively look at ways to be more
open and honest about who you are. At
the same time, spnnkle in some diplomacy. Tonight: Play the night away.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
*** Pressure builds to the extent that
you might want to quit your job or run
away from home. Is that what you really
want to do? If so. you might simply
indulge and do what you have been longing to.

STATE LINE WESTERN WORLD,INC.
Pro Rodeo Equipment, Western
Wear, Tack, Trailers, Nutrena Feed
1842 State Line Rd. W.
Hwy. 893 West
Hazel, KY 42049
Bus: 270-492-6144
Fax: 270-492-6248
www.statelineweternworld.corn

HAZEL
Caution Light

Larry & Lynda Ward
Barry Ward

